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Career PS_DegreeDegreeGPAIR_Degree IR_Degree IR_Degree ACT_CompSports First_GenePreProf
UGRD 2.562 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.681 GCER HUMAN RE   0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.866 GCER HUMAN RE   0.00 0 0
UGRD 3.120 24.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 GCER HUMAN RE   0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.107 BA AS FOREIGN LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
GRAD 6-May-16 3.608 PHD AS PSYCHOLOGY
UGRD 6-May-16 2.684 BA AS GENERAL SCIENCE
GRAD 6-May-16 3.560 MS AS BIOLOGY
UGRD 6-May-16 2.987 BSCS AS MATHEMATICS
UGRD 6-May-16 3.522 BS AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 1 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.082 BGS AS NATIVE AM  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.818 BA AS ENGLISH 0.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.636 BS AS BIOTECHN 17.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.308 BS AS CHEMISTR 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.792 BS AS ENVIRONM  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.236 BA AS BIOLOGY 21.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 3.167 BA AS GENERAL S 25.00 PPPT
UGRD ######## 3.517 BGS AS BEHAVIOR  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.115 BA AS PSYCHOLO 29.00 0 0 PPPT
UGRD ######## 3.858 BS AS PSYCHOLO 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.349 BGS AS HISTORY 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.500 BS AS POLITICAL 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.383 BA AS PSYCHOLO 19.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.526 BS AS PSYCHOLO 20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.788 MIN AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.044 BA AS SOCIOLOG 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.844 BA AS FOREIGN L   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.377 BS AS BIOLOGY 30.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 2.770 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0 PPNR
GRAD 6-May-16 3.917 PHD AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.374 BA AS INTERNATI  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.452 BS AS SOCIOLOG 28.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD ######## 2.776 BA AS INTERNATI  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.682 BS AS NEUROSCI 31.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 2.707 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.822 BGS AS BEHAVIOR  14.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.130 BA AS BIOLOGY 21.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 2.718 BGS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 1
UGRD ######## 3.150 BS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.929 MIN AS BLACK STU 16.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.755 BGS AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.485 BA AS PSYCHOLO 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.877 BA AS PSYCHOLO 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.136 BA AS INTERNATI  14.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.345 BA AS BLACK STU 21.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.130 BA AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.863 BA AS FOREIGN L   23.00 0 0 PPVM
UGRD 6-May-16 2.963 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.048 BA AS RELIGION 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.200 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.030 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 2.403 BA AS INTERNATI  16.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.068 BGS AS SPANISH 16.00 1
UGRD ######## 3.296 BA AS FOREIGN L   22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.797 BA AS FOREIGN L   0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.296 BA AS POLITICAL 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.189 BGS AS ENGLISH 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.507 BS AS HISTORY 13.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.305 BA AS PSYCHOLO 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.690 BA AS PSYCHOLO 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.071 BA AS PSYCHOLO 15.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.587 BA AS PSYCHOLO 24.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.090 BS AS FOREIGN L   18.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.738 MA AS TEACHING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.278 BA AS GENERAL S 0.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.707 BA AS FOREIGN L   26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.922 BGS AS SPANISH 16.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.305 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.215 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 1 PPCL
UGRD 6-May-16 2.589 BA AS FOREIGN L   12.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.942 BS AS BIOLOGY 23.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.626 BA AS FOREIGN L   21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.616 BA AS PSYCHOLO 17.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.651 PHD AS PSYCHOLO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.663 BA AS PSYCHOLO 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.078 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.445 BA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.556 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.035 BA AS HISTORY 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.103 BA AS LATINO/LA   0.00 0 1 PPLW
UGRD 6-May-16 3.074 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.014 BA AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.343 BS AS BIOTECHN 0.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.710 BA AS ENGLISH 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.813 BA AS FOREIGN L   18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.989 BA AS LATINO/LA   0.00 0 1 PPRT
UGRD ######## 4.000 BGS AS INTERNATI  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.567 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.895 BA AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.198 BS AS SOCIOLOG 18.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.667 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.199 BSED AS FOREIGN L   21.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.701 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.540 BA AS CHEMISTR 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.228 BS AS BIOTECHN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.877 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPDN
GRAD 6-May-16 3.501 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.491 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.751 MIN AS FRENCH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.515 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00
GRAD ######## 3.931 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.467 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.695 BA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.722 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.328 BA AS INTERNATI  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.559 BA AS FOREIGN L   25.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 3.122 BS AS ENVIRONM  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.505 BAC AS FOREIGN L   30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.625 BA AS INTERNATI  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.410 BGS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.777 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.227 BA AS ENGLISH 29.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.925 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.987 BA AS POLITICAL 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.672 BA AS PSYCHOLO 19.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.970 BA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.511 BGS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.378 BGS AS GENERAL S 25.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 2.950 BS AS SOCIOLOG 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.244 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 0 PPPT
UGRD 6-May-16 3.538 BS AS BIOLOGY 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.030 BA AS HISTORY 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.901 BA AS INTERNATI  34.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.485 BS AS BIOTECHN 30.00 0 0 PPPH
UGRD 6-May-16 3.211 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.500 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.630 BCCJ AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.655 BS AS NEUROSCI 24.00 0 1 PPPH
UGRD 6-May-16 3.751 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.419 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.442 BA AS ENGLISH 15.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.506 BS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.143 BA AS ENGLISH 26.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.384 BA AS FOREIGN L   26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.670 BA AS WOMEN &  18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.703 BA AS PSYCHOLO 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.480 BA AS POLITICAL 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.020 BA AS ENGLISH 29.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.293 BS AS PSYCHOLO 24.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.586 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 2.262 BS AS BIOLOGY 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.744 BA AS BIOLOGY 21.00 0 1 PPRT
GRAD 6-May-16 3.878 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.919 BS AS ENVIRONM  28.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.827 BS AS HISTORY 18.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.968 MA AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.052 BA AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.976 BS AS BIOTECHN 25.00 0 0 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.323 BS AS PSYCHOLO 24.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.462 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 1 0 PPVM
UGRD 6-May-16 3.637 BS AS MATHEMA 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.579 BS AS BIOLOGY 27.00 0 1 PPNR
UGRD ######## 2.897 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.639 BA AS GENERAL S 0.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 2.620 BS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0 PPLW
GRAD 6-May-16 3.933 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.911 BS AS HISTORY 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.397 BA AS FOREIGN L   21.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.912 BA AS BIOLOGY 28.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.861 CER AS ADVANCED 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.900 MA AS TEACHING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.395 BA AS FOREIGN L   29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.137 BS AS MATHEMA 33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.940 BCE AS MATHEMA 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.861 BGS AS GENERAL S 23.00 0 1 PPDN
UGRD 6-May-16 2.337 BA AS HISTORY 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.450 BS AS PSYCHOLO 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.445 BS AS POLITICAL 31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.638 MS AS INDUSTRIA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.627 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.046 BGS AS HISTORY 20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.636 MA AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.007 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.356 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.923 BA AS INTERNATI  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.018 BSED AS FOREIGN L   22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.082 BA AS HISTORY 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.429 BS AS NEUROSCI 29.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.798 BS AS NEUROSCI 28.00 1 0 PPNR
GRAD 6-May-16 3.866 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0 PPVM
UGRD 6-May-16 3.372 BGS AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.958 BGS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.787 BS AS PSYCHOLO 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.273 BA AS INTERNATI  23.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.855 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.672 BS AS HISTORY 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.907 BS AS BIOTECHN 28.00 0 0 PPPH
UGRD 6-May-16 3.421 BA AS FOREIGN L   27.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.846 BS AS CHEMISTR 30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.870 BGS AS BEHAVIOR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.142 BA AS PSYCHOLO 24.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.640 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.328 BGS AS ENGLISH 20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.480 BGS AS BEHAVIOR  23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.654 BS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.766 BS AS PSYCHOLO 28.00 1 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.055 MIN AS ANCIENT M  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.931 BS AS POLITICAL 30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.959 MAJ AS PSYCHOLO 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.761 BA AS PSYCHOLO 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.156 BA AS BIOLOGY 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.429 BA AS ENGLISH 30.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.978 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.520 BS AS SOCIOLOG 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.969 BS AS BIOLOGY 27.00 0 0 PPPA
GRAD 6-May-16 3.729 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.395 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 2.761 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.966 BS AS BIOLOGY 19.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD 6-May-16 2.983 BA AS INTERNATI  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.621 BA AS BIOLOGY 29.00 0 0 PPCY
UGRD 6-May-16 3.336 BS AS BIOLOGY 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.348 BA AS SOCIOLOG 27.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.737 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.778 MA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.146 BS AS PSYCHOLO 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.792 BA AS PSYCHOLO 28.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.881 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.897 BA AS INTERNATI  0.00 0 0 PPMD
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.820 BS AS POLITICAL 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.750 BA AS PSYCHOLO 26.00 0 0 PPPT
UGRD 6-May-16 2.799 BS AS MATHEMA 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.460 BA AS PSYCHOLO 22.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.952 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.043 BS AS NEUROSCI 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.222 BS AS BIOLOGY 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.689 BS AS PSYCHOLO 31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.890 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.550 BA AS FOREIGN L   25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.939 BS AS BIOTECHN 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.564 BS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.787 BS AS GEOGRAPH 30.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.499 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.700 BSED AS FOREIGN L   0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.477 BA AS POLITICAL 16.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.938 BS AS SOCIOLOG 31.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 3.734 BA AS INTERNATI  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.479 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 0 PPVM
UGRD 6-May-16 2.598 BS AS SOCIOLOG 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.724 BA AS PHILOSOPH 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.990 BS AS PSYCHOLO 32.00 0 1 PPOT
UGRD 6-May-16 2.928 BA AS INTERNATI  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.395 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 17.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.846 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.805 EDS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.773 BS AS GEOLOGY 26.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.946 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.360 BGS AS MATHEMA 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.705 BS AS MATHEMA 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.552 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 1 PPCL
GRAD 6-May-16 3.808 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.819 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.421 BA AS GENERAL S 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.723 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD ######## 2.875 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.596 BS AS HISTORY 30.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.562 BA AS GENERAL S 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.836 BS AS NEUROSCI 32.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.096 BS AS GEOGRAPH 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.889 BS AS POLITICAL 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.393 BA AS ENGLISH 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.658 BA AS ENGLISH 19.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.463 BA AS INTERNATI  21.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 CER AS ADVANCED 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.521 BA AS POLITICAL 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.515 BA AS PSYCHOLO 19.00 0 1 PPDH
UGRD ######## 2.832 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.967 BTH AS POLITICAL 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.282 BS AS SOCIOLOG 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.152 BS AS POLITICAL 24.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.682 BGS AS SPANISH 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.194 BA AS FOREIGN L   23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BA AS HISTORY 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.344 BA AS PSYCHOLO 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.774 BS AS PHYSICS 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.518 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.131 BS AS NEUROSCI 22.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.210 BGS AS POLITICAL 19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.228 BS AS PSYCHOLO 25.00
UGRD ######## 3.037 BS AS ENVIRONM  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.404 BS AS ENVIRONM  27.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.900 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.867 BS AS GEOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.051 BA AS INTERNATI  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.558 BA AS RELIGION 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BFA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.852 BS AS BIOLOGY 21.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD ######## 3.515 BS AS BIOLOGY 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.417 BS AS HISTORY 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.723 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.326 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.958 MA AS SOCIOLOG 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.763 BS AS POLITICAL 27.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.983 BA AS PSYCHOLO 29.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.914 BS AS NEUROSCI 32.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 2.836 BGS AS PHYSICS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.339 BA AS INTERNATI  28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.233 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 2.450 BA AS GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.537 BA AS PSYCHOLO 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.661 BS AS BIOLOGY 29.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 3.566 BS AS POLITICAL 29.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.584 BA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.002 BA AS HISTORY 20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.970 MA AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.664 BS AS ENVIRONM  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.259 BS AS SOCIOLOG 22.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.411 BA AS ENGLISH 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.672 BS AS SOCIOLOG 29.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.387 BS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.728 BA AS HISTORY 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.846 BA AS PSYCHOLO 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.883 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.663 BS AS SOCIOLOG 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.170 BS AS ENVIRONM  22.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.973 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.764 BS AS BIOLOGY 17.00 0 1 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.791 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.951 BA AS INTERNATI  29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BS AS BIOLOGY 31.00 PPMD
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.011 BA AS ENGLISH 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.619 BS AS PSYCHOLO 27.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.857 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.472 MA AS SOCIOLOG 0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.916 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.619 BA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.942 BA AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.813 BS AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 1 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.526 BS AS NEUROSCI 31.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.857 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.818 BA AS HISTORY 27.00 0 1 PPMD
GRAD 6-May-16 3.923 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.721 BA AS PSYCHOLO 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.247 BA AS INTERNATI  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.978 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.867 BA AS GENERAL S 23.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.172 BA AS PHILOSOPH 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.686 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.721 BA AS ENGLISH 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.618 BGS AS BEHAVIOR  17.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.666 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.722 BA AS FOREIGN L   27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.915 BA AS SOCIOLOG 29.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 2.902 BA AS BIOLOGY 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.796 BA AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD 6-May-16 3.064 BS AS ENVIRONM  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.900 MS AS INDUSTRIA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.750 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.596 BSBA AS FOREIGN L   30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.859 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.615 BA AS PSYCHOLO 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.746 BS AS ENVIRONM  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.624 BA AS HISTORY 27.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.639 MS AS INDUSTRIA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.817 BS AS PSYCHOLO 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.405 BA AS PSYCHOLO 23.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.626 BGS AS BEHAVIOR  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.939 BA AS INTERNATI  33.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.778 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.274 BS AS GEOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.572 MIN AS ENGLISH 31.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.792 EDS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.621 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.806 BA AS INTERNATI  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.610 BS AS CHEMISTR 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.883 BS AS NEUROSCI 18.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.870 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.744 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 4.000 BA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.740 BS AS HISTORY 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.590 BS AS POLITICAL 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.441 BA AS ENGLISH 33.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.626 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 21.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.651 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.881 BS AS BIOTECHN 31.00 0 1 PPPH
UGRD 6-May-16 3.268 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.549 BS AS BIOLOGY 28.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD ######## 3.716 BA AS MATHEMA 27.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.328 MIN AS ANTHROPO 23.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.764 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.783 BS AS HISTORY 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.893 MAJ AS FOREIGN L   19.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.544 BS AS ENVIRONM  29.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.947 PHD AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.938 BA AS GENERAL S 20.00 0 1 PPDN
UGRD 6-May-16 2.561 BA AS INTERNATI  35.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.888 BS AS PSYCHOLO 32.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.945 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.298 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.353 BS AS POLITICAL 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.290 BA AS PSYCHOLO 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.578 BA AS SOCIOLOG 25.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.917 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.577 BA AS PSYCHOLO 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.833 BA AS BIOLOGY 21.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD 6-May-16 3.846 BA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD ######## 3.414 BA AS INTERNATI  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.946 BS AS BIOTECHN 31.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.052 BA AS PSYCHOLO 29.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.512 BA AS MATHEMA 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.333 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.819 EDS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.412 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.631 BA AS ENGLISH 27.00 0 0 PPNR
GRAD 6-May-16 3.934 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.653 BS AS MATHEMA 21.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 4.000 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 1 PPLW
UGRD ######## 3.395 BS AS PSYCHOLO 18.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.727 PHD AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.529 BA AS ENGLISH 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.502 BA AS PSYCHOLO 25.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.300 BGS AS GENERAL S 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.517 BS AS SOCIOLOG 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.905 BS AS NEUROSCI 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.415 BS AS HISTORY 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.167 BA AS POLITICAL 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.988 BA AS POLITICAL 29.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.909 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.641 BSED AS FOREIGN L   24.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.136 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.624 BS AS ENVIRONM  25.00 1
UGRD ######## 2.811 BA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.629 BS AS GEOLOGY 31.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.264 BA AS HISTORY 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.510 BS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.936 BS AS ENVIRONM  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.715 BS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.561 BA AS ENGLISH 32.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.513 BA AS HISTORY 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.645 BS AS MATHEMA 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.976 BS AS GEOGRAPH 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.034 BS AS SOCIOLOG 20.00 0 1 PPLW
UGRD 6-May-16 2.787 BGS AS GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.427 BA AS MATHEMA 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.318 BS AS PSYCHOLO 23.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.699 BA AS PSYCHOLO 12.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.667 BGS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.721 MS AS MATHEMA 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.130 BA AS ENGLISH 20.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.704 BA AS BIOLOGY 30.00 0 0 PPDN
UGRD 6-May-16 3.912 BA AS INTERNATI  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.760 BA AS INTERNATI  0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.894 BS AS BIOLOGY 28.00 0 0 PPCL
UGRD 6-May-16 3.272 BS AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.702 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MA AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.972 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.619 BS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.736 BS AS POLITICAL 20.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.473 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.992 BA AS INTERNATI  30.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BS AS HISTORY 30.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.821 BGS AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.545 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.642 BA AS GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.585 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.564 BS AS NEUROSCI 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.896 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.251 MA AS GEOGRAPH 0.00 1
UGRD ######## 3.012 BA AS ENGLISH 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.363 BA AS ENGLISH 29.00 0 1 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 2.925 BA AS GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.324 BS AS GEOLOGY 19.00 1
UGRD ######## 3.187 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BS AS HISTORY 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD ######## 2.586 BGS AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.667 MA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.375 MS AS POLITICAL 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.676 BS AS BIOTECHN 24.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.592 BA AS PSYCHOLO 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.816 BS AS PSYCHOLO 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.945 BS AS SOCIOLOG 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.547 BA AS BIOLOGY 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.062 BGS AS SOCIOLOG 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.723 BS AS CHEMISTR 0.00 0 1 PPCL
UGRD 6-May-16 3.568 BA AS PSYCHOLO 22.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.812 EDS AS SCHOOL PS 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.249 BS AS PSYCHOLO 20.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.469 BA AS PSYCHOLO 26.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.827 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.383 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.453 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.650 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.084 BSBA BA BANKING 19.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.591 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.083 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.963 BSBA BA BANKING 27.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.611 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.475 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.058 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  21.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.646 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.333 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.401 BSBA BA MARKETIN 27.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.278 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.999 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.137 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.910 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0 PPPH
UGRD ######## 2.869 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.029 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.106 BSBA BA MANAGEM 19.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.676 BSBA BA MARKETIN 13.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.363 BSBA BA INTERNATI  23.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.959 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.495 BSBA BA MANAGEM 16.00 0 1 PPOT
UGRD 6-May-16 3.206 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.422 BA BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.317 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.249 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.724 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.954 BSBA BA LEGAL STU 31.00 0 0 PPLW
UGRD 6-May-16 2.869 BSBA BA MANAGEM 15.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.343 BSBA BA INTERNATI  24.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.999 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.320 BSBA BA BANKING 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.497 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.746 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.024 BSBA BA MARKETIN 21.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.938 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.451 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.887 BSBA BA MARKETIN 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.851 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 1 0
UGRD ######## 3.131 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.172 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.446 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.503 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.658 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.332 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.200 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.859 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.356 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.778 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.980 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.449 BSBA BA MARKETIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.769 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.583 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.389 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.938 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.498 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.820 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.558 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.945 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.626 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.260 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.278 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.915 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 21.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.422 BSBA BA INTERNATI  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.626 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.980 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.985 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.471 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.957 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.788 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.149 BSBA BA MANAGEM 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.208 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.060 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.904 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.104 BSBA BA MANAGEM 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.863 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.038 BSBA BA MANAGEM 23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.656 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.080 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.655 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 30.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.058 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.118 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.160 BSBA BA MARKETIN 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.452 BSBA BA MANAGEM 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.954 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.896 BSBA BA MANAGEM 22.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.735 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.870 BSBA BA BANKING 32.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.186 BSBA BA MARKETIN 22.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.848 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 30.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.633 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.981 BSBA BA BANKING 24.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MACC BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.711 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.672 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.938 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.193 BSBA BA MANAGEM 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.124 BSBA BA MARKETIN 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSBA BA INTERNATI  33.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.927 BSBA BA MANAGEM 27.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.502 BSBA BA INNOVATN 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.967 MACC BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.886 BSBA BA BANKING 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.533 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.067 BSBA BA INNOVATN 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.196 BSBA BA INNOVATN 22.00 0 1 PPNR
GRAD ######## 3.771 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.987 BSBA BA BANKING 20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.392 BSBA BA MANAGEM 16.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.566 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.727 BSBA BA MARKETIN 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.188 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 16.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.948 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.228 BSBA BA MARKETIN 20.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.436 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.111 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.050 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.593 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.945 BSBA BA MANAGEM 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.622 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 24.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.586 BSBA BA INTERNATI  26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.277 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.032 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.982 BSBA BA BANKING 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.363 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.400 BSBA BA MANAGEM 26.00 1 0
GRAD ######## 3.911 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.923 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.848 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 26.00 1 0
GRAD ######## 3.888 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.919 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.593 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.123 BSBA BA INNOVATN 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.079 BSBA BA BANKING 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.586 BSBA BA MARKETIN 16.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.812 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.669 BSBA BA MANAGEM 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.773 BSBA BA MARKETIN 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.521 BSBA BA MANAGEM 23.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.514 BSBA BA MARKETIN 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.084 BSBA BA MARKETIN 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.989 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  18.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.694 BSBA BA MARKETIN 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.713 BSBA BA BANKING 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.820 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.204 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.962 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.608 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.617 BSBA BA MANAGEM 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.670 BSBA BA BANKING 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.163 BSBA BA MANAGEM 31.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.357 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.612 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.618 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.692 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.355 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 18.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.952 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.244 BSBA BA INVESTME   29.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.135 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  25.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.136 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 17.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.723 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.248 BSBA BA MANAGEM 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.031 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.940 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.671 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 21.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.139 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.059 BSBA BA MANAGEM 22.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.495 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.631 BSBA BA REAL ESTA   23.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.032 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.321 BSBA BA MARKETIN 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.283 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.666 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.396 BSBA BA INNOVATN 30.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.584 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.851 BSBA BA MARKETIN 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.438 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 31.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.223 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.077 BSBA BA REAL ESTA   19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.990 BSBA BA MARKETIN 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.178 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.923 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.637 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 23.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.757 BSBA BA BANKING 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.833 BSBA BA INTERNATI  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.041 BSBA BA MANAGEM 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.364 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.828 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.767 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.129 BSBA BA BANKING 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.669 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.017 BSBA BA INNOVATN 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.524 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.039 BSBA BA REAL ESTA   21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.173 BSBA BA MARKETIN 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.092 BSBA BA MARKETIN 20.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.852 MA BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.444 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.294 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.175 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.878 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.509 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.453 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 22.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.726 BSBA BA REAL ESTA   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.861 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 16.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.784 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  19.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.929 BSBA BA BANKING 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.131 BSBA BA MARKETIN 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.218 BSBA BA MANAGEM 26.00 0 1 PPVM
UGRD 6-May-16 2.922 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 18.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.834 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.201 BSBA BA BANKING 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.167 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.065 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.314 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.652 BSBA BA MANAGEM 27.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MACC BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.327 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.773 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 28.00 0 0 PPPH
UGRD 6-May-16 3.103 BSBA BA MANAGEM 26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.499 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00
UGRD ######## 3.577 BSBA BA MANAGEM 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.086 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 28.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.254 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1 PPNR
GRAD 6-May-16 3.975 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.346 BSBA BA INNOVATN 0.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.703 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 24.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.194 BSBA BA BANKING 23.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.955 BSBA BA MANAGEM 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.652 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.556 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.933 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.872 BSBA BA MARKETIN 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.956 BSBA BA BANKING 17.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.359 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.052 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.910 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MACC BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.851 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.579 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 30.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.059 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.522 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.933 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.133 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 24.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.727 BSBA BA MANAGEM 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.691 BSBA BA MARKETIN 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.185 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.429 BSBA BA REAL ESTA   0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.228 BSBA BA BANKING 23.00 1 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.786 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.205 BSBA BA MANAGEM 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.212 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.810 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.842 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.117 BSBA BA MANAGEM 25.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.835 BSBA BA MARKETIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.385 BSBA BA MANAGEM 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.691 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.232 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.184 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.032 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.944 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.961 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.956 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.256 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.440 BSBA BA MANAGEM 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.088 BSBA BA MANAGEM 25.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.614 MIN BA BUSINESS 0.00 0 1 PPOT
UGRD ######## 3.837 MIN BA MARKETIN 26.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.940 BSBA BA MANAGEM 28.00 1 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.931 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.299 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.643 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.713 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.515 BSBA BA BANKING 31.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.882 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  27.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.388 BSBA BA MANAGEM 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.707 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.246 BSBA BA BANKING 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.436 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 28.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.087 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.897 BSBA BA MANAGEM 22.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.940 MACC BA ACCOUNTI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.370 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 26.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.435 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.539 BSBA BA INNOVATN 23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.964 BSBA BA MANAGEM 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.895 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 17.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.869 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.390 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.861 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.290 BSBA BA MANAGEM 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.204 BSBA BA HUMAN RE  26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.820 BSBA BA MARKETIN 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.647 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.492 BSBA BA MANAGEM 24.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD ######## 2.826 BSBA BA INNOVATN 20.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.838 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.508 BSBA BA BANKING 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.778 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.582 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.021 BSBA BA MANAGEM 16.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.882 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.192 BSBA BA MANAGEM 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.805 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.914 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.477 BSBA BA REAL ESTA   0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.185 BSBA BA MANAGEM 19.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.528 MS BA ECONOMIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.677 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.956 BSBA BA BUSINESS F 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.110 BSBA BA MARKETIN 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.182 BSBA BA ECONOMIC 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.529 BSBA BA MARKETIN 24.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.814 BSBA BA MARKETIN 18.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.411 MBA BA BUSINESS A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.724 BSBA BA ACCOUNTI 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.913 BSBA BA MARKETIN 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.697 BSBA BA MARKETIN 28.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.040 BSBA BA MARKETIN 19.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.384 BSBA BA MANAGEM 23.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.879 MACC BA ACCOUNTI 0.00
UGRD ######## 2.846 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES
UGRD 6-May-16 3.606 BAV CA AVIATION 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.800 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.402 BSGE CA GERONTOL 23.00 0 1 PPNR
UGRD ######## 3.525 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.276 BGS CA HEALTH CA  17.00 0 1 PPPH
GRAD ######## 3.770 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.825 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.816 BGS CA HEALTH CA  21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.092 BGS CA HEALTH CA  27.00 1 1
UGRD ######## 3.223 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.968 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.609 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.509 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.304 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.315 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 16.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.201 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.321 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.417 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.493 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.832 MS CA URBAN STU 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.386 MIN CA CRIMINOLO  17.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.856 BGS CA GENERAL S 16.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.136 BSEM CA EMERGENC  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.372 MIN CA GERONTOL 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.517 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.903 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.431 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.895 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.626 BGS CA AVIATION 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.231 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.583 BGS CA GENERAL A 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.301 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.707 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.275 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.495 BGS CA GENERAL A 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.075 BSGE CA GERONTOL 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.967 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.313 BGS CA HEALTH CA  15.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.084 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 17.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.500 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.930 BGS CA GENERAL A 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.643 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.929 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.641 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.727 BGS CA GENERAL A 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.607 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.665 BGS CA GENERAL S 23.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.590 MA CA SOCIAL GE 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.770 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  18.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 4.000 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.514 BAV CA AVIATION 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.427 BGS CA GENERAL A 17.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 2.800 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD ######## 3.912 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 1 0
GRAD ######## 3.822 PHD CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.745 PHD CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.400 BGS CA GERONTOL 0.00 0 1 PPPH
GRAD 6-May-16 3.744 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.650 BAV CA AVIATION 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.603 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.072 BAV CA AVIATION 25.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.321 BGS CA GENERAL A 26.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.974 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.325 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.551 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 1 0
UGRD ######## 3.693 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.504 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  29.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.885 MIN CA GERONTOL 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.810 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.067 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  15.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.784 MS CA URBAN STU 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.844 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.833 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.204 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.971 BGS CA GENERAL S 24.00 1 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.607 BSEM CA EMERGENC  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.640 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.772 BGS CA AVIATION 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.548 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.907 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.831 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.940 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.459 BAV CA AVIATION 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.071 MIN CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.033 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.916 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.781 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.173 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  19.00 0 1 PPLW
UGRD 6-May-16 3.472 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 26.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.364 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.268 BAV CA AVIATION 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.970 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.427 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.169 BGS CA GENERAL S 21.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.437 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.251 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.013 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.830 BGS CA GENERAL S 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.644 BGS CA GENERAL S 26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.820 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.383 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.515 BGS CA GENERAL S 20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.968 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.920 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.264 BGS CA GENERAL S 28.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.487 BGS CA GENERAL S 23.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.793 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.212 BGS CA AVIATION 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.797 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.814 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0 PPOT
UGRD 6-May-16 3.573 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.635 BGS CA GENERAL A 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.497 BGS CA GENERAL S 27.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.621 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.042 BGS CA GENERAL S 17.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.154 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.769 MA CA SOCIAL GE 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.778 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.347 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.710 BGS CA GENERAL S 23.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.846 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.410 BSEM CA EMERGENC  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.772 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.529 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.416 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.692 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.149 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.759 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.846 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.750 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.367 BSEM CA EMERGENC  26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.222 BGS CA HEALTH CA  23.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD ######## 3.794 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.795 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.184 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.630 MIN CA CRIMINOLO  29.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.179 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.495 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.486 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.666 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.972 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 CER CA GERONTOL 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.203 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.018 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  19.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.481 BAV CA AVIATION 29.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.714 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.770 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.813 BGS CA GENERAL S 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.813 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 20.00 0 1 PPNR
GRAD ######## 3.948 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.717 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.809 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.524 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  28.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.758 BGS CA GENERAL A 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.994 BGS CA HEALTH CA  21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.834 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.765 MS CA URBAN STU 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.870 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.419 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.986 PHD CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.294 BGS CA NON-PROF  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.160 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  17.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.846 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.703 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.089 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.986 BGS CA FIRE SERVI  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.270 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.894 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.722 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.873 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.070 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.388 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.244 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.731 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.039 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 CER CA GERONTOL 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.771 BSEM CA EMERGENC  16.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.948 MA CA SOCIAL GE 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.762 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.538 BAV CA AVIATION 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.635 BGS CA HEALTH CA  22.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.708 MA CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.155 BGS CA GENERAL S 17.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.433 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.573 BGS CA GENERAL S 16.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.849 BGS CA NON-PROF  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.683 BGS CA GENERAL A 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.949 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.444 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.725 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.560 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 32.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.770 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.200 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.882 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.513 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.485 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.793 BGS CA GENERAL S 20.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.986 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.421 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.758 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.569 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.270 BAV CA AVIATION 16.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.009 BGS CA AVIATION 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.930 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.941 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.821 BAV CA AVIATION 28.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.949 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.970 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.183 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.833 BGS CA GENERAL A 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.522 BAV CA AVIATION 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.171 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.873 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.240 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.881 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 27.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.641 BGS CA GENERAL S 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.992 BGS CA GENERAL S 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.942 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 30.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.461 BGS CA EMERGENC  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.350 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.511 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.926 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.571 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.897 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.861 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.779 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.518 BAV CA AVIATION 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.468 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.526 BGS CA FIRE SERVI  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.095 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.758 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.983 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.727 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.537 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.936 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  28.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.968 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.889 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.976 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  25.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.397 BGS CA GERONTOL 21.00 0 0 PPNR
GRAD ######## 3.749 MA CA SOCIAL GE 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.890 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.466 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  16.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.951 MA CA SOCIAL GE 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.186 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 16.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 PHD CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.819 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.693 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.835 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  15.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.806 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.932 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.255 BAV CA AVIATION 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.481 BAV CA AVIATION 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.733 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.313 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.882 MS CA URBAN STU 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.294 MS CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.805 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  18.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.898 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.778 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.384 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.447 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.877 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  24.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.857 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.826 BGS CA HEALTH CA  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.901 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.870 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  30.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.889 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.949 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.165 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  23.00 0 1 PPPH
UGRD 6-May-16 3.940 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.397 BGS CA GENERAL A 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.488 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.333 MIN CA CRIMINOLO  17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.543 BSGE CA GERONTOL 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.068 BGS CA GENERAL A 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.227 BGS CA GENERAL S 30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.076 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  22.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.844 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.025 BGS CA GENERAL S 22.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.639 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 18.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.648 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.830 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.942 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  28.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.995 BGS CA GENERAL S 21.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.603 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.057 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.846 BSW CA SOCIAL WO 21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.407 BGS CA CRIMINOLO  21.00 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.744 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.803 BGS CA FIRE SERVI  16.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.576 BGS CA HEALTH CA  21.00 0 0 PPOT
UGRD 6-May-16 2.634 BGS CA HEALTH CA  18.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD ######## 3.070 BGS CA GENERAL A 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.840 BGS CA HEALTH CA  30.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.130 BGS CA AVIATION 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.855 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.866 CER CA PUBLIC MA 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.404 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.722 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.897 MPA CA PUBLIC AD 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.217 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  22.00 0 1 PPRT
UGRD ######## 3.169 MIN CA GERONTOL 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.549 BGS CA GENERAL A 26.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.622 MA CA SOCIAL GE 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.100 BAV CA AVIATION 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.905 PHD CA CRIMINOLO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.730 MSW CA SOCIAL WO 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.166 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.924 BGS CA HEALTH CA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.366 BGS CA GENERAL S 29.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.838 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLO  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.639 BAV CA AVIATION 24.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.326 BGS CA GENERAL S 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.358 BSA CF STUDIO AR 12.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.656 BSA CF STUDIO AR 15.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.837 BM CF MUSIC EDU 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.498 BSC CF JOURNALIS 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.746 BAC CF JOURNALIS 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.451 BSC CF JOURNALIS 20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.114 MIN CF CREATIVE W 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.696 BM CF MUSIC PER 0.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.792 BAC CF SPEECH CO 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.961 BAM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0 PPLW
UGRD 6-May-16 3.228 BSC CF JOURNALIS 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.345 BM CF MUSIC PER 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.333 BGS CF MUSIC 0.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.928 BTH CF THEATRE 27.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MFA CF WRITING 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.857 BGS CF MEDIA CO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.567 BSA CF STUDIO AR 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.532 BSC CF JOURNALIS 18.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.803 MIN CF COMMUN  14.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.760 BSC CF SPEECH CO 15.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.956 BGS CF ART 15.00 1 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.533 BAH CF ART HISTO 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.050 BGS CF ART 18.00 1 0
UGRD ######## 2.508 BAC CF JOURNALIS 15.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.067 BGS CF MUSIC 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.026 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.012 BAC CF JOURNALIS 18.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.134 BAC CF JOURNALIS 23.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.063 BAH CF ART HISTO 18.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MA CF COMMUN 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.628 MA CF COMMUN 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.647 BSC CF SPEECH CO 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.518 BSC CF JOURNALIS 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.783 BSC CF JOURNALIS 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.732 BAC CF BROADCAS 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.766 BSC CF SPEECH CO 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.550 BGS CF ART 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.567 BSC CF JOURNALIS 21.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.893 BSC CF JOURNALIS 24.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.197 BSC CF JOURNALIS 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.625 BSA CF STUDIO AR 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.282 BSC CF SPEECH CO 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.435 BSC CF BROADCAS 19.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.988 BSC CF BROADCAS 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.848 BAH CF ART HISTO 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.304 BSC CF JOURNALIS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.174 BSA CF STUDIO AR 24.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.367 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.416 BGS CF ART 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.814 BSA CF STUDIO AR 17.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.955 BFA CF CREATIVE W 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.255 BAC CF SPEECH CO 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MA CF COMMUN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.292 BSA CF STUDIO AR 17.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.536 BFA CF STUDIO AR 27.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.312 BAM CF MUSIC 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.570 BGS CF MUSIC 15.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.708 BSC CF BROADCAS 0.00 1 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.166 BSC CF SPEECH CO 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.903 BAM CF MUSIC 18.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.404 BSC CF JOURNALIS 20.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.917 MFA CF WRITING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.060 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.505 BSA CF STUDIO AR 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BM CF MUSIC PER 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.991 BSC CF JOURNALIS 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.895 BAC CF SPEECH CO 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.448 BAM CF MUSIC 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.274 BSA CF STUDIO AR 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.674 BSC CF JOURNALIS 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.929 BM CF MUSIC PER 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.501 BFA CF CREATIVE W 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.885 BAC CF BROADCAS 20.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.958 BSC CF JOURNALIS 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.188 BSC CF SPEECH CO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.375 BSA CF STUDIO AR 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.094 BSA CF STUDIO AR 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.323 BSA CF STUDIO AR 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.401 BFA CF CREATIVE W 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.771 BSC CF JOURNALIS 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.669 BAH CF ART HISTO 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.734 BSA CF STUDIO AR 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.525 BSC CF JOURNALIS 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.553 BSA CF STUDIO AR 22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.017 BSA CF STUDIO AR 15.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.011 BAC CF JOURNALIS 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.620 BSA CF STUDIO AR 27.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.852 BM CF MUSIC PER 22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.301 BTH CF THEATRE 23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.767 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.233 BAM CF MUSIC 19.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.676 MM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.266 BM CF MUSIC EDU 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.975 BAM CF MUSIC 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.664 BSC CF JOURNALIS 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.954 BM CF MUSIC EDU 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.420 BAC CF JOURNALIS 26.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.189 BSC CF JOURNALIS 23.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.700 BM CF MUSIC PER 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.386 BSC CF JOURNALIS 27.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MA CF COMMUN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.732 BSC CF BROADCAS 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.392 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.572 BSC CF JOURNALIS    0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.344 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.237 BGS CF CREATIVE W 20.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD 6-May-16 3.911 BFA CF STUDIO AR 25.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.918 BAC CF JOURNALIS 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.836 BGS CF CREATIVE W 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MFA CF WRITING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.885 BAC CF COMMUN  28.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.872 BM CF MUSIC PER 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.839 BSC CF BROADCAS 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.931 BTH CF THEATRE 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.285 BSA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.416 BSC CF BROADCAS 23.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.890 BAH CF ART HISTO 0.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.469 BSA CF STUDIO AR 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.094 BFA CF STUDIO AR 22.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.750 MM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.773 BSA CF STUDIO AR 21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.527 BAC CF BROADCAS 22.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.763 MM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.099 BSC CF BROADCAS 25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.691 BAH CF ART HISTO 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.771 BM CF MUSIC PER 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.749 BSC CF JOURNALIS 26.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.997 BM CF MUSIC PER 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.793 BFA CF CREATIVE W 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.450 BSC CF JOURNALIS    22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.344 BAC CF JOURNALIS    27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.474 BAM CF MUSIC 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.958 MA CF COMMUN 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.534 BTH CF THEATRE 21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.970 MA CF COMMUN 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.807 MA CF COMMUN 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.386 BAH CF ART HISTO 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.779 BSC CF JOURNALIS    0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.706 BFA CF STUDIO AR 0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.611 BAC CF JOURNALIS 25.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 CER ED INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
UGRD 6-May-16 3.455 BSED ED ELEMENTA  23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.893 MS ED EDUCATIO    0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.199 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.585 BSED ED ELEMENTA  25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.504 BSED ED ELEMENTA  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.540 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 31.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.871 BSED ED ELEMENTA  26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.204 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.944 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.734 BSED ED ELEMENTA  21.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.898 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.738 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.900 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.407 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.730 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.745 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 17.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.909 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.690 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.139 MS ED READING 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.858 MS ED READING 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.985 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.519 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 16.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.853 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 14.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.588 BSED ED SECONDAR  17.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.960 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.984 BSED ED SECONDAR  20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.978 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.915 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.485 BSED ED SECONDAR   25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.740 BSED ED ELEMENTA  17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.075 BSED ED LIBRARY SC 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.388 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.591 BSED ED SECONDAR  22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.626 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 26.00 1 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.905 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.897 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.264 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.745 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.980 EDD ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.578 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.972 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.365 BSED ED ELEMENTA  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.790 BSED ED ELEMENTA  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.581 BSED ED SECONDAR  22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.936 BSED ED SECONDAR  31.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.052 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.019 BSED ED ELEMENTA  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.655 BSED ED SECONDAR  17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.642 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.620 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 15.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.316 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.424 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.911 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.317 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.595 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.740 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.760 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.833 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.736 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.240 BSED ED ELEMENTA  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.931 BSED ED ELEMENTA  25.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.824 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.884 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.766 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 25.00 1 1 PPNR
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.638 BSED ED SECONDAR  25.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.897 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.104 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.548 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.953 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.051 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.950 BSED ED SECONDAR  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.950 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.944 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.945 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.296 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 24.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.889 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.193 BSED ED ELEMENTA  23.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.464 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.436 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.893 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  31.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.778 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.077 BSED ED RECREATIO  30.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.549 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.764 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.842 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.581 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.196 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.734 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.666 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.130 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.568 BSED ED SECONDAR  21.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.525 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.548 BSED ED ELEMENTA  22.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.711 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 22.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.770 MS ED EDUCATIO    0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.860 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.788 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.780 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.318 BSED ED SECONDAR  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.366 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.667 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.673 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 26.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.974 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.972 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.734 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.866 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.813 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.860 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.365 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.307 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.476 BSED ED ELEMENTA  23.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.972 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.809 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.493 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.691 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.919 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.858 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.980 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  32.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.970 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.663 BSED ED SECONDAR  23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.737 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.478 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.742 BSED ED SECONDAR  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.820 BSED ED ELEMENTA  22.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.174 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.888 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.365 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.690 BSED ED ELEMENTA  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.525 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.423 BSED ED ELEMENTA  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.228 BSED ED ELEMENTA  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.812 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.502 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  19.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.984 BSED ED LIBRARY SC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.778 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.978 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.466 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.236 BSED ED SECONDAR  17.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.551 BSED ED ELEMENTA  19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.617 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.586 BSED ED ELEMENTA  26.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.974 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.095 BSED ED SECONDAR  34.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.483 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.966 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  26.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.945 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.232 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.867 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.170 BSED ED SECONDAR  25.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.976 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.727 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.139 BSED ED SECONDAR  20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.744 BSED ED SECONDAR  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.756 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.697 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.895 BSED ED ELEMENTA  21.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.507 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.397 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.552 BSED ED SECONDAR  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.428 BSED ED SECONDAR  18.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.805 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.802 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 26.00 1 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.820 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.103 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.227 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 1 PPNR
GRAD 6-May-16 3.979 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.477 BSED ED SECONDAR  21.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.566 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  22.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.340 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.909 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.916 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.972 BSED ED ELEMENTA  28.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.629 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.355 BSED ED LIBRARY SC 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.371 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 20.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.967 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 23.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.583 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.558 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.423 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.427 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.773 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.881 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.524 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.917 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.770 EDD ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.441 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.935 BSED ED RECREATIO  20.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.090 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.666 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.753 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.928 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.972 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.968 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.444 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.910 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.705 BSAT ED ATHLETIC T 18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.876 BSED ED ELEMENTA  22.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.925 BSED ED ELEMENTA  30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.691 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.592 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.960 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.290 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.973 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.177 BSED ED ELEMENTA  25.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.859 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 19.00 0 0 PPRC
UGRD 6-May-16 3.524 BSED ED ELEMENTA  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.031 BSED ED ELEMENTA  18.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.967 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.785 BGS ED RECREATIO  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.647 BSED ED SECONDAR  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.609 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.923 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.975 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.007 BSED ED SECONDAR  15.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.752 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.300 BSED ED ELEMENTA  18.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.639 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.905 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 26.00 1 0
GRAD ######## 3.916 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.361 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.944 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.938 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.179 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.596 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.948 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 34.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.576 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.699 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.304 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  22.00 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BGS ED LIBRARY SC 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.648 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.952 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.682 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.318 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.987 BSED ED SECONDAR  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.987 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.923 MS ED EDUCATIO    0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 3.971 BSED ED SECONDAR  28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.401 BSED ED SECONDAR  18.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.372 BSED ED SECONDAR  23.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.444 BSED ED RECREATIO  27.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.357 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.589 BSED ED ELEMENTA  22.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.667 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.207 BSED ED SECONDAR   21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.380 BSED ED ELEMENTA  21.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO    0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.155 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 19.00 0 0 PPNR
UGRD ######## 3.468 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 23.00 0 1 PPMD
GRAD ######## 3.391 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.194 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 26.00 0 1 PPPT
UGRD 6-May-16 3.886 BSED ED SECONDAR  26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.884 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.118 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 23.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.587 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.491 BSED ED SECONDAR  20.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.250 BSED ED SECONDAR  21.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0 PPVM
GRAD ######## 3.860 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  34.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.291 BSED ED ELEMENTA  19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.361 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.804 BSED ED SECONDAR  33.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.958 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 23.00 1 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.794 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.533 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.660 BGS ED LIBRARY SC 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.577 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.819 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.754 BSED ED SECONDAR  24.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.936 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.178 BSED ED SECONDAR  23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.177 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.752 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.367 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.824 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.777 BSED ED ELEMENTA   19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.739 BSED ED ELEMENTA   19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.767 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.905 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.917 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.445 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.511 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.845 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.360 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.634 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 24.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.527 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.807 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 20.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.466 BSED ED ELEMENTA  19.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.206 MA ED ATHLETIC T 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.124 BSED ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.275 BSED ED SECONDAR  20.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.610 MA ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.931 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.917 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.948 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.269 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 18.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.972 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.221 BSPH ED PUBLIC HE 19.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.290 BSED ED ELEMENTA  20.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIO  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.404 BSED ED SECONDAR  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.991 BSED ED ELEMENTA  22.00 1 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.835 BSED ED ELEMENTA  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.766 BSED ED SPEECH-LA  23.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS ED COUNSELIN 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MS ED SPECIAL ED 0.00
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED HEALTH, P    0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.629 BSED ED SECONDAR  19.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.898 BSED ED SECONDAR  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSED ED ELEMENTA  26.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.916 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.718 MS ED READING 0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.049 BSED ED PHYSICAL E 18.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.991 BSED ED ELEMENTA  28.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.586 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS ED SPEECH-LA  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.035 BSEL EN ELECTRON  24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.678 BSEL EN ELECTRON  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.815 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.084 BTE EN COMPUTE  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.765 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.454 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.491 BTE EN COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.410 BTE EN COMPUTE  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.869 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  17.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.270 BSEL EN ELECTRON  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.394 BSEL EN ELECTRON  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.272 BSEL EN ELECTRON  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.992 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.290 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 28.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.107 BSEL EN ELECTRON  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.737 BTE EN COMPUTE  34.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BTE EN COMPUTE  34.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.217 BTE EN COMPUTE  26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.157 BARE EN ARCHITECT  32.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.771 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.666 BTE EN COMPUTE  33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.826 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.308 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.930 BTE EN COMPUTE  33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.747 BARE EN ARCHITECT  30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.498 BTE EN COMPUTE  29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.251 BARE EN ARCHITECT  27.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.092 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.904 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.035 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.046 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.398 BARE EN ARCHITECT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.380 BSCN EN CONSTRUC  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.619 BARE EN ARCHITECT  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.648 BARE EN ARCHITECT  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.026 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  25.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.300 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.168 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.795 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 30.00 0 1 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.911 BARE EN ARCHITECT  32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.075 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.769 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.990 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.140 BSEL EN ELECTRON  28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.915 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 26.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.727 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.520 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.755 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.112 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.736 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.022 BTE EN COMPUTE  20.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.015 BSCN EN CONSTRUC  22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.566 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.522 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.771 BTE EN COMPUTE  29.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.815 BTE EN COMPUTE  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.440 BARE EN ARCHITECT  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.655 BTE EN COMPUTE  36.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.853 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.925 BARE EN ARCHITECT  33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.267 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.394 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 0.00
UGRD 6-May-16 2.810 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.720 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.389 BARE EN ARCHITECT  28.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.887 BARE EN ARCHITECT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.105 BARE EN ARCHITECT  23.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.601 BTE EN COMPUTE  21.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.648 BSEL EN ELECTRON  30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.219 BSCN EN CONSTRUC  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.592 BARE EN ARCHITECT  33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.353 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  21.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.464 BTE EN COMPUTE  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.882 BTE EN COMPUTE  28.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.065 BARE EN ARCHITECT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.415 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 29.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.464 BARE EN ARCHITECT  26.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.772 BARE EN ARCHITECT  30.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.552 BTE EN COMPUTE  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.154 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 27.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.249 BSEL EN ELECTRON  30.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.924 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.126 BARE EN ARCHITECT  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.968 BSEL EN ELECTRON  22.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.170 BSEL EN ELECTRON  14.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.672 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.875 BSCM EN CONSTRUC  32.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.541 BARE EN ARCHITECT  26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.745 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 28.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.121 BCE EN CIVIL ENGI 26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.618 BARE EN ARCHITECT  31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.385 BSEL EN ELECTRON  28.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.439 BSCN EN CONSTRUC  28.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BARE EN ARCHITECT  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.613 BARE EN ARCHITECT  31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.722 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.050 BIS IS MANAGEM   19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.194 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.916 BIS IS MANAGEM   24.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.010 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.443 CER IS SYSTEMS A   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.823 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.472 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.267 BGS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.666 CER IS SYSTEMS A   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.417 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.335 BSBI IS BIOINFORM 27.00 0 1 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 3.414 BSIA IS INFORMAT  24.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.263 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.501 BITI IS IT INNOVA 29.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.576 CER IS SYSTEM DE 23.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.004 MIN IS COMPUTE  16.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.373 BIS IS MANAGEM   26.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.514 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.944 GCER IS SYSTEMS A   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.360 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.612 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.741 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.800 MS IS BIOMEDICA  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.267 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.952 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.167 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.466 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.722 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.982 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.547 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.695 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.820 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.860 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.650 PHD IS INFORMAT  0.00 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.475 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.500 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.805 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.666 GCER IS PROJECT M 0.00 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.418 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.234 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.818 PHD IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.611 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.121 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.796 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.199 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.400 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.805 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.366 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.151 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.917 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.833 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.750 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.359 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.743 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.555 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.917 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.445 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.860 CER IS SYSTEMS A   0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.547 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.233 MS IS BIOMEDICA  0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.324 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.332 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.303 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.762 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.242 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.160 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.360 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.494 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.467 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 CER IS PROJECT M 0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.444 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.400 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.861 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.257 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.610 GCER IS PROJECT M 0.00 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.610 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.667 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.889 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.367 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.357 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.723 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.722 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.546 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.366 BSBI IS BIOINFORM 0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.200 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.433 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 2.815 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.090 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.090 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.872 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.133 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.333 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.510 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.783 PHD IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 2.550 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.366 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.641 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.563 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.282 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.213 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.585 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.292 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00
GRAD 6-May-16 3.526 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.764 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.680 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.885 BSIA IS INFORMAT  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.725 BSCS IS COMPUTE  30.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.576 BSBI IS BIOINFORM 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.974 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.651 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.823 BSCS IS COMPUTE  31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.345 BIS IS MANAGEM   26.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 2.867 BIS IS MANAGEM   30.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.822 PHD IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.206 BIS IS MANAGEM   33.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.940 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.741 BSCS IS COMPUTE  33.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.965 BIS IS MANAGEM   30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.676 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.464 BSCS IS COMPUTE  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.412 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.386 BIS IS MANAGEM   28.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.695 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.787 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.981 BIS IS MANAGEM   24.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.422 CER IS SYSTEM DE 27.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.732 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.855 BIS IS MANAGEM   32.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.571 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.781 BSCS IS COMPUTE  31.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.467 BSIA IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.916 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 4.000 BSBI IS BIOINFORM 32.00 0 0 PPPA
UGRD 6-May-16 3.733 BITI IS IT INNOVA 29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.609 BSCS IS COMPUTE  27.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.491 BSIA IS INFORMAT  36.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.725 BITI IS IT INNOVA 30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.638 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.753 BIS IS MANAGEM   17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.814 BITI IS IT INNOVA 33.00 1 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.924 BSCS IS COMPUTE  21.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 2.951 BGS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.837 BSIA IS INFORMAT  31.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 3.270 MIN IS COMPUTE  31.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.877 BSBI IS BIOINFORM 35.00 0 0 PPMD
UGRD 6-May-16 2.764 BGS IS INFORMAT  17.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.350 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.583 BSIA IS INFORMAT  28.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.559 BGS IS COMPUTE  25.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.861 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.473 BSCS IS COMPUTE  32.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 4.000 MS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.433 BSIA IS INFORMAT  31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.788 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.945 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.300 BIS IS MANAGEM   30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.569 BIS IS MANAGEM   30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.369 BIS IS MANAGEM   29.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.607 BSCS IS COMPUTE  30.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.611 BSBI IS BIOINFORM 31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.909 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 1
GRAD ######## 3.886 GCER IS PROJECT M 0.00 0 1
UGRD ######## 3.332 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.623 BSCS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 1
UGRD 6-May-16 3.886 BIS IS MANAGEM   31.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.507 BIS IS MANAGEM   19.00 0 1
GRAD 6-May-16 3.875 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.942 BSCS IS COMPUTE  25.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.093 BSIA IS INFORMAT  28.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.190 BGS IS COMPUTE  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 2.530 BIS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD ######## 3.667 PHD IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.643 BSCS IS COMPUTE  31.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.668 MS IS MANAGEM   0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.744 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
UGRD 6-May-16 3.149 BGS IS INFORMAT  28.00 0 0
UGRD ######## 2.770 CER IS SYSTEM DE 29.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.471 CER IS PROJECT M 0.00 0 0
GRAD 6-May-16 3.607 MS IS INFORMAT  0.00 0 0
PreProfDesIPEDS_Eth Sex q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Nebraska F  Advertising 
White F Graduate student
Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Charles Dr   Patient Fin   
Graduate student
Undergrad  Yes, one to     Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Graduate student
Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Amazon SDE II
Pre-Nursin American IF Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
American IF Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Heartland  Program C
American IF Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Google Data Cente  
Pre-Medic Asian F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     2 Sephora Fragrance 
Pre-Physic  Asian F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          2 Hyvee Chef
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Pre-Physic  Asian F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     2 Bakers Produce As
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Boys Town       HR
Asian F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Nursin Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  NAF Jobs, O     Customer S  
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Asian F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Medic Asian M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Nursin Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 marks bist server
Asian F Graduate student
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Physic  Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 US ARMY Human res
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     1 Collective f  Teacher
Pre-Medic Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 fedex groupackage ha
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     1 Nebraska F  Costumer  
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     5 Assure Wo  Relationsh  
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Veterin  Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Leah WhitnCEO and Fo  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Graduate student
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Owen InduShipping/R
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 Chip Maxw  Intern
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Walgreens Customer S
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     2 Quick Trip  clerk
Pre-Medic Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Bloom Com  Caregiver
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          7 Antique Ba    Owner/Pro  
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Nebraska F   Loader/Te
Pre-Clinica   Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Medic Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             3 Metropolit  Educationa  
Hispanics o   M Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 Westside M  Special Edu
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w             2 Animal Clin  Veterinary 
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Pinnacle En    Slot Techn  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     9 Life Time Amanager
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 American R      Service Age
Pre-Law Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Physic  Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Medical St  Certified N  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Profession   Bilingual In
Pre-Physic  Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 research
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Radiat   Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          9 United Sta   Airborne C   
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 OMNI Beh  Residentia  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          9 National O  Manufactu   
Nonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-DentalNonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Race and E  F Graduate student
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Nuclear Ink    Receptioni   
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Medic Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Nebraska MEmergency 
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Booz Allen Sneior Con
Race and E  M Graduate student
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  M Graduate student
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 L-3 CommuEngineer-T
Pre-Physic  Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Kids Can Co  Before and          
Pre-Physic  Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Dick's Spor  Sales Assoc
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Pharm Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 NUNYA Cook
Two or mo  F Graduate student
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             1 Pig and Fin  Server
Pre-Pharm Two or mo  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Union Paci  Recruiter
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Hyatt CorpGuest Serv  
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 University    Work Stud
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Children's Valet Atten
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Nebraska EAssistant D     
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Radiat   White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 United Sta    Plants Tech  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Homan Co  general lab
White M Graduate student
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Veterin  White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          24 Douglas CoBailiff
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Law White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Omaha Pu Library Aid
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Verizon W Customer A
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Olsson Ass Geotechnic   
Pre-DentalWhite F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Applebees Waiter
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 NA NA
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Gap Sales Assoc
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          3 University         Coorindato    
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Lincoln Fin  Call Center      
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Veterin  White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 US AIR FORBIO-ENVIR  
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Pharm White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 United Sta      Food Servi
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     3 University     Event Staff
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 CHI Health   Mental He  
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     4 La Petite ALead Teach
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     11 UNMC Lead Anim   
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Keller Willi   Residentia    
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Hy-Vee Clerk
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Woodhous   Sales and L
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-DentalWhite F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 TotalWelln  Data Speci
Pre-CytoteWhite F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             4 Hy Vee Florist
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Spirit WorlEvents Cap
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 Mental He   Mental He  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Lithuanian Baker
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 Railcar Mo   Bartender
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Sarpy CounGeneral
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Veterin  White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 Parsons Ho     Receptioni    
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Gallup Administra  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Kinghorn GLandscape 
Pre-Occup  White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Burger Kin Team Mem
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Clinica   White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-DentalWhite M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 University     Student W
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Midland ScAccounting
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 University        Office assis
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     3 Walgreens Pharmacy 
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Dental White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 RenMind LMarketing 
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Boys Town  Crisis Coun   
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Nelnet Specialist
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Olsson Ass Environme
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             2 NRCS Soil Conser
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     8 Terracon Environme  
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-DentalWhite M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     8 Hy-Vee floral clerk
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Kids Can mentor
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Marriott Worldwide     
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     9 HyVee Cur Catering St
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     3 Downtown Lifeguard
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 CHI Mercy Mental He  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Arby's Shift Super
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Hal Smith R  Corporate
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Nursin White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     5 Alternate RForeman
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     6 CharlestonServer
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Athletes Tr  Office Man
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Westside E   Educationa  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          9 United Sta   Geospatial  
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Babies R U Personal R  
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Children's   Assistant S  
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  NorthStar     Program St
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 Crane Coff Barista
Pre-DentalWhite F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w          6 Omaha Pu  Environme   
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             8 United Par   Loader
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 Runza Assistant S  
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  i2 English Tea
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 UNO Research A
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Northern N  Sr. O & M T
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Pre-Pharm White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  First Natio  Manageme  
Pre-DentalWhite M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Younkers Sales Assoc
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 United Sta     File Clerk
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 Lighthouse Cook/FOH
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Old Navy Associate
White M Graduate student
Pre-DentalWhite F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 Omaha Pu  Library aid
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Baker's Payroll Cle
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-DentalWhite F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Barnes and Bookseller
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Remedy In  Recruiting 
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Dr. RichterCollege Ma  
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Currently:  Currently: 
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Law White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 HDR Marketing 
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Blue Sushi  Server
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Behavioral     intern curr
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          14 Target Executive T  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     5 Hy-Vee Deli Clerk
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             4 Nebraska F  Cashier
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 National In  Underwrite
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Law White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Ralston Ke  Keno Write
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 Panera BreAssociate T
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 brighton gaCMA
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 North Platt    General M
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Iowa Schoo    Driver
Pre-DentalWhite M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Graduate student
Pre-Clinica   White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 Advanced  N/A
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Abes Trash Administra  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Nebraska MCT technol
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 A Catered Catering M
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     3 Absolutely  Shucker/ S
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 Kaneko Art Lead Galle  
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Red Robin Server
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Johnnys ita  server
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Backwood Footwear L
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Omaha's H       Nutrition a   
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Methodist Receptioni
Pre-Clinica   White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Panera Inc Associate T
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
American IM Graduate student
Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Metronet Business m
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 NEI Global Assistant E  
Asian M Graduate student
Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 TD AmeritrCorporate 
Asian F Graduate student
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     5 Subway Shift Leade
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 UP LSR
Black or Af  M Graduate student
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     7 FIRST DATATECH SUPP
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Pre-Pharm Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          1 UNO Graduate A  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Occup  Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Union Paci Analyst
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 First Data Application 
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Fastenal Sale suppo
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   M Graduate student
Pre-Law Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Disney Wo   Marketing
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 OneWorld   Marketpla   
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Union paci Financial A
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 First Data Business A
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Nonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Yahoo Inc. Accountan
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 First Data CHR Intern
Nonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Harrison Fi  Marketing 
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Vyral MarkAdmin Ass
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Vincenzo's Server & B
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1
Race and E  F Graduate student
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Prudential Financial P  
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work    
Race and E  M Graduate student
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Currently w   I am a Seni     
Two or mo  F Graduate student
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Cantina La  Server (cur
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 CVS PharmCashier
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Hobby LobProfession   
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Current, m     Current: In
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Nebraska F  Route Plan    
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 A-1 United    Customer S      
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Union Paci  Associate A
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 City-Ventu Executive A     
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Tagge Ruth   Financial a
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Eggers ConIntern
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          2 Boys TownHR Special
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Union Paci Dispatcher
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Nature Hill  Internship
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Cargill AgHFarm Mark  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Ameritas F  Marketing 
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 University   Event Inter
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Bank of the CSR I
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Green Plai  Market Ris  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Current-Re   Currently-   
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Current Em        Current- Le      
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Bank, Inve    Analyst, Ac   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 KTECH Project Ma
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Charming CSenior Assi   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Lozier CorpAccountan
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Securities ADue Diligen
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Omaha Phy  Marketing 
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Hayes & As  Staff Accou
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Security na  Teller
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Current - M     Current - M           
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Apple Specialist
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 HDR Administra  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     16 Target Pricing, Pre     
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w             3 UNO Athle Developme  
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Werner EnFreight Bro
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 thehartfor livestock c  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Nanny Nanny
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Henderson  Communic  
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Old Chicag Manager
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Penske Tru  Senior Ren  
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          3 UPS Unloader
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Buffalo Wi  Server
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Unknown Unknown
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Current: La    Server
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Union Paci  Financial A
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Nebraska D   Revenue A
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Venel – Th    Communic  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 BAT Logist Operation 
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 NEI Global Pre-Assess   
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 CHI Health Financial A
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Nebraska M  Call Center 
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             3 TLA Sales
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 Union Paci  Financial A
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Nebraska F  Receiving A
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Pentagon F  Member S  
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Stanton St  NA
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 SAC Federa   Senior Fina   
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 The Lund CCommercia    
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Current - F Sales Supp
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  CFO Servic N/A
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Securiites AAnalyst
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Party City Supervisor
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Delta Glob  Customer S  
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Red Branch Social Med  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Best Buy Sales Assoc
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 TSL CompaCustomer S
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Sheraton O  Revenue M
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Cox comm UHT Techn
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Mutual of Internal Au
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 TD AmeritrNot sure
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          7 Cox CommIndirect Ac  
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Granite Cit  Prep Cook
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Starting a job with a n  BKD Accountan
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 The Block Y   Owner
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 PJ Morgan  Marketing,  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 SpartanNa Customer S  
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Mama's Pi Server
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Blue cross    Informatio   
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Boulevard  Realtor
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Pampered Owner
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Kiewit Accounts P
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Federal GoStore Asso
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 First Natio  Analyst
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Streck Sales Inter
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 United Rep  Credit Ana
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Veterin  White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 TD AmeritrRep, Docum   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 The Wareh    Bartender
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             5 Core Bank Title Proce
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Pinnacle BaMortgage  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Eckmann FPart-Owne
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Marcus Th Manager
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          9 First Natio    Senior Spe   
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Costco Front End S
Pre-Pharm White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Gordmans Supply Cha  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 DKPM EnteDirector of 
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 KPMG auditor
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Benaissanc    AP/AR Spe
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     2 QuikServe Help desk t
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 sweet and intern
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          14 Nebraska M   Sterile Pro  
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Union Paci Account Re
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Scissors an  Barber
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          1 Lutz Staff Accou
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Black MarkCustomer S
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             3 Brixco, Inc Accountan
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Ace HardwWarehouse   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     15 Target Food Servi  
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Hilton Bartender
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Nebraska F  Business In  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 First Natio    Banker
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Centris Fed   Retail Ope
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 currently,  Expense Au
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Gavilon Gr  Grain Merc
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Hy-Vee Italian Cler
Pre-Occup  White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Capstone B  Visitation/   
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working and        Xplosive EdStrength C
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  BuilderTre Business D  
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Current Em    Job title no   
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Hyatt Hote   Manager o  
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Mutual of Financial A
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 University    Intramural  
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Election Sy   Human Re  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Evolution 1Marketing/  
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Upstream   Server
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 First Data Intern IT A  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Horseshoe Valet
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 One Sourc     Operations
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a new employer
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Northstar   Accounts R  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 Village Inn Server
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Kiewit HR
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Winfield Master Ag  
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     6 Nebraska A   Supply Spe
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Kiewit IT Technici        
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Wells Farg  Teller
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Thompson Child care
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  First Natio  Teller
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Enterprise Manageme  
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Union Paci Analyst
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             1 Union Paci   NetEx Assi         
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Bass Pro ShFinance As
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 C&A industStaffing As
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Bes-Tech InSales and M
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     4 Heartland        Classroom    
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Berkshire H     Realtor
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
American IF Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Suburban A   Certified F  
American IF Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 Ohiya Casi   Admin Ass
Pre-Nursin Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Skyline Ret  Social Serv
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          12 USAF Avionics Te
Pre-Pharm Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 C&A Indus Talent Acq  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     5 First Data Rmachine o
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             9 Omaha Pu  Behavioral  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 OPS/City o  Paraprofes  
Black or Af  M Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     8 Bank of the Customer S  
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          13 US Army I am an Air        
Hispanics o   M Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Bickford As  Activities A
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          1 Nebraska F  Child Welfa
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 State FarmSales Repre
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Current-Ne   Is-Electron    
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 standard tech
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Current: D   Passanger  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     4 Douglas Co   Juvenile Pr  
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 Qdoba Me  Assistant M
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             2 Brady Manager
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Pre-Medic Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Pre-Nursin Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 insurance a  customer s
Pre-Nursin Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Charleston  bartender
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Pre-Pharm Nonreside  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Lawrence CExecutive a
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  PayPal Risk Opera  
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a new employer
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Paypal Customer S  
Race and E  M Graduate student
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Graduate student
Two or mo  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             7 US Air Forc   Weather F  
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Two or mo  F Graduate student
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 United Sta  Field Artille  
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Union Ban  Bank Teller    
Two or mo  F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     3 Small Mira     Assistant T
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Premier VoCoach
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Autism Cen   CSP
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 City of Om    Concession  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 UNMC Amin Assis
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Airlite Plas plate make
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Advanced  Flight Instr
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Runza RestSupervisor
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 Five Spice Server/Fro
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 LA GALAXYCoach
Pre-Law White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Wicks Psyc  Administra  
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Jet Linx OmClient Serv  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Matt Boon        I currently               
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Current-Am   Is-Receptio
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Dave and BServer, Cer      
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     8 Turfcape IN     Foreman
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 University    Weight roo  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 United Par  Driver Serv  
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Nelnet Network E
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Centris Fed   Teller
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Potbelly General M
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Occup  White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Hands of HCreative M  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Integrated  Intermitten   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Omaha SteStore Man
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 OPPD Systems An
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Western N   Technical S  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     8 Sgt. Peffer    Supervisor
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Omaha Po  Police Offic
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Methodist Surgical te
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          23 United Sta   Analyst
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 United Sta   Language A
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Zach's Boa   Installation
Pre-Medic White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          10 Stanley Bla   Sr. Directo    
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 TriPlus Ser Customer S  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Ameristar   Security Of
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 ConAgra Fo  Desktop Su  
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Police Dep Police Offic
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Completely Program S  
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     0 Waterford  Administra  
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Central Ba    Teller
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Target Executive T  
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          18 USAF Operations
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             4 The Interp  IT Field ser
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 KANEKO Gallery Att   
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w             2 St. BernardBartender
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Southern W   Merchandi
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          13 USAF E-4B Data 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Eppley Fire  Firefighter/ 
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Current: Sc          Current: W    
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 Lo Sole Mi server
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Family Phy  Physical Th  
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Wells Farg  Lead Teller
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 CarMax Sales Cons
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Lifetime Fi Insurence s
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 American S   Security Of
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Current em  Recreation 
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  NA Teacher
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Starting a job with a n  YMCA Childcare
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Current: U    Current: Te  
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             1 Menards Sales
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Performan  Pilot
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Seattle Pol  Police Offic
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 US Army Second Lie    
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Hobby LobCashier
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 reinhart fo  order selct
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Premier ThReceptioni
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     5 Costco Majors sale  
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 OPPD NOS Audit  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 UPS Load Supe
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Omaha Po Police Offic
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 St. Pius X S      teacher ass   
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Nebraska F  Lead Cashi      
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          20 City of Om Firefighter
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  The Air ForPersonneli
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Eldermark
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 The Mark Athletic Di
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Cashier
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             3 Elite CheerCheer Coac
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Shucks Fish   server
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Self Emplo    Real estate 
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Regal Awa Accounting 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Skywest AiFirst Office
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Oracle AviaFlight Instr
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w             1 Rebecca Waiter
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working but seeking different emp
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          14 Semaan En  Senior Eng
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 CHI Health Interventio  
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
Pre-Pharm White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Douglas Co   Correction   
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          8 Hy-Vee Assistant M    
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Communit  Volunteer 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Douglas Co  Customer S
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 Decline to Systems En
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Paxton Vie  Assistant N   
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Old Domin  Lead Dock 
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          11 Union Paci Accounting
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Boys Town   Surgery Ve    
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 24 hour fit Service rep
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Pre-Occup  White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Current- Th     Medical sc
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Lori's Learn  Teacher
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          20 Profession  Director of 
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Great Wes  Teller
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
Pre-Radiat   White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 STATE OF NNA
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 CHI Health Recepetion
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 CCB Comm  Relationsh  
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Advanced         Flight Instr
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     2 University      Teacher As
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     16 Dr. Kathrei  dental hyg
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Hy-Vee Clerk
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          12 UNMC Research T
American IF Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Asian F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Current: Li     Artist
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Union Paci  Jr. Project 
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Barbara W    Social Med  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          15 ConAgra B Senior SAP  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Pre-Law Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Metro Com       Enrollment    
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Raechel M Copy Edito
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 n/a Senior Past     
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     9 MANAGED Credentiale
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Wells Farg Lead Teller
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Certified T       Public Rela  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Lexus of O Finance Co
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Center Tro design spe
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Nash FinchEmployee
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 Gordmans Human Re  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          7 Walgreens ?
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             1 Think Who  Consulting 
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Midlands B  Advertising    
Two or mo  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Northern T   Cashier
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w             4 Bohemian Server
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  H&A Medi  Graphic De
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Film StreamAdministra  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w             0 Union Paci Communic  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Lush Cosm Sales Amba
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 C&A Indus Staffing As
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 WOWT NB  News Prod
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          9 poop poop
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Moab Prop  Marketing 
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w          3 No Resident A
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Right Idea   Production 
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Archdioces     Grounds K
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Serrano IT Editor/Ass
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Valerie Lef Videograph
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Lutheran F  Refugee Ed  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Walgreen's Pharmacy 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Working MBass Guita      
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Quality Liv  Rehabilitat  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Current-Ne  Current-So   
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Complete Graphic De
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Coca-Cola Market De  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Cella Quinn  Marketing 
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     7 Fazolis Ital  Assistant M
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 FOX 42 KPTPhotograp
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             3 Roots & WStore Man
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 Best Buy Advanced  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 UNO Welln  Customer S
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Current: Re    Art Directo  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 PetSmart Petcare Le
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 JAB Entert  Owner
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          1 Joslyn Art Education 
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Portrait InnPhotograp
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Valmont InAssociate E   
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Tweed Cou  Interior De
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Ann Taylor Stylist
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Target Salesfloor t  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 UNO- work    Choral libra   
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 kinder care  teacher
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  N/A N/A
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Mark's BistHost
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 ENCOR DSP
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 HY Vee Food Stylis
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 UNO Alum  Events and  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Motorcycle Sales
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 UNO Art G        Gallery Ass     
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 UNO Alum  Communic   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     6 McDonald Crew Mem
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 BuildertrenCustomer 
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Nebraska F  Cashier
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Olive Gard Busser
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Omaha Co  Stage Man
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Chedders S  Server
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 UNO Athle UNO Athle   
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          0 Union Ban  Teller
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Hy-vee Clerk
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     8 HyVee Fooclerk
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Scooter's CBarista
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 UNO Athle   Black Ops
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 E.W. Scripp  Promotion  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Voce Musi  Voice Coac
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 The Rose C  Stage Man
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 PizzaWest Cook
Graduate student
American IM Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
American IF Graduate student
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Asian M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Hillcrest Co    Recreation  
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  M Graduate student
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             0 n/a n/a
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Black or Af  F Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     8 queaker st   cullinary as
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently working, but considering one or m        
Hispanics o   F Graduate student
Hispanics o   M Graduate student
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 TPG TelemSenior Ana
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Nebraska MPhysical Th  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 Omaha Pu  Special Edu  
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          8 Omaha Pu Teacher
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Native Haw    F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          7 Thompson  Constructio  
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Race and E  F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Currently w     20 Girls Inc Intern
Two or mo  F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  F Graduate student
Two or mo  M Graduate student
Two or mo  F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Elkhorn Pu  Teacher
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 UndecidedTeacher
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Metro Cred  Teller
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Infinite Spo  Coach
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Oscar's Piz     Waitress-c
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 Aldi Inc. Store assoc
White M Undergrad  Yes, three      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  (Hopefully    Teacher
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 BagNSave Customer S  
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w             1 Stretch-n-G  Certified Y   
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Dogtopia o  Shift Leade
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working but seeking different emp
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Younkers-WSales Assoc
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  YMCA/ Ga Site Superv    
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Omaha Pu Teacher
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Sephora Operations 
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Hobby Lob  Customer S   
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Current--W       Current--T   
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             2 Famous FoAssistant M
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Papillion La   paraprofes
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w     9 N/A N/A
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Currently w          2 Apex Foste  Visitation S
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 Omaha Pu Teacher
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     4 Metro Star  Team Spec
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Romeo's Hostess
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a new employer
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 University         Coordinato    
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Plattsmout   Coach
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             8 Jimi D's Fo   General M
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Ashland-G   Teacher
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Lifetime Fi Personal T
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             8 Midwest MOffice Assi
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Panda Exp Cook
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Troy's Bar  Waitress
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Unknown Teacher
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Oscar's Server
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White M Graduate student
Pre-Respir  White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Dudley's P   Teacher
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Unknown Teacher
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 Kids Round Lead Teach
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  U.S. Army 2nd Lieute  
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 Haney Sho  Healthcare 
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     0 Looking at   Teacher
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     3 N/A Teacher
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             6 Farmhouse   Secondary  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Omaha Pu Teacher
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Donohue's       Waitress ri          
White M Graduate student
Pre-Nursin White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 Omaha Int  Wellness C
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
Pre-Physic  White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Longhorn STeacher
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Dixie QuickServer
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Pre-Veterin  White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Elkhorn Pu  Teacher
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working but seeking different emp
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a new employer
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     5 Charlotte RAssistant M
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     8 Best Buy Special Pro  
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
White F Undergrad  Yes, three      Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Omaha Pu  Teacher
White F Graduate student
White F Graduate student
Asian F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Global InduStructural 
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 OPPD Programm  
Black or Af  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 FIRST DATAtechnical s  
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 JEO Consu  Environme   
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Union Paci   Jr Project E
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Northrop GSoftware E    
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 current= Jo    Technician
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  ARCO Mur   Project Ma
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Nucor Deta  Structural  
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Brumbaug   Special Pro
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Race and E  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Google software e
Two or mo  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Northrop GSoftware E
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             3 Union Paci    Project Ma   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Pizza WestServer
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Kiewit Field Engin
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Turner Con   Field Engin
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Garmin Software E  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Continenta    Project De
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 LINDSAY C CIVIL ENGI  
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Hensel Phe   Field Engin
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             4 Lowe's Customer S  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Benesch Constructio  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 MCL ConstProject Eng
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Kiewit Buil  Field Engin
Pre-Physic  White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  ARCO ConsProject Ma
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Kiewit SE Project Eng
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Weitz ConsProject Eng
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Lawrence L   Engineerin  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Lockheed MSoftware E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Olsson Ass Engineer in 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 AECOM Constructio  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             3 Malibu SunLead instal
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 Mainelli W   Field Engin
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Dream Hom  Drafter/De
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Kiewit UndField Engin
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Ray Martin Project Eng
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Northrop GSoftware E
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Lockheed MAssociate F  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Current - F     Software E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Kiewit Sou Entry Leve  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White F Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Boyd Jones Project Eng
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Lockheed MSoftware E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 JE Junn Unknown
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Bay ConstrFramer
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Lockheed MSoftware E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Mutual of Design Eng
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          6 Commonw  Electrical D
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Union Paci Engineerin  
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Northrup GSoftware E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 HDR Inc. Solid Wast   
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Union Paci Network E
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     1 Thompson   Civil Intern
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             1 Residentia  Laborer
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Morrissey Intern
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 United Sta     Student Tr
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 UNO Welln  Weight Ro  
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working, but considering one or m        
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Enterprise Not sure
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Lincoln Am   Administra  
Asian M Graduate student
Asian M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Asian M Graduate student
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Starting a job with a n  SolutionarySoftware E
Asian M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Midwestw  N/A
Asian M Graduate student
Asian M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Black or Af  M Graduate student
Black or Af  F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             4 IPG GOC Ananl
Black or Af  M Graduate student
Black or Af  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic Hispanics o   F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          1 Mutual of Systems An
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Hispanics o   M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  Yes, three      Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     1 Dr. Brian D    Web Deve
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Nonreside  M Graduate student
Nonreside  F Graduate student
Race and E  M Graduate student
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w     2 UNO HPER Lifeguard
Race and E  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, six mo       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Two or mo  M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Facebook Production 
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Managed.cTechnical S  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          5 Berkshire H   Network Sy
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work    
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             0 Flywheel Project Ma
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 Interpublic Systems Ad
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w          0 Kiewit IT Intern
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Union Paci  Associate F  
White F Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Union Paci Project Eng
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Kiewit Analyst
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 The Interp  Imaging An
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 National In  Software D
White F Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 Union Paci  Intern for t     
White M Graduate student
Pre-Physic  White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             4 Self-emploFreelance w     
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Northrop GSoftware E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 First Data Application 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             2 blazefly Director of 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 Interpublic Business A    
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 Mutual of Application 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Mutual of AppDev/So  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
Pre-Medic White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          11 University  Network E
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 TD AmeritrDeveloper 
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Harris CorpSoftware E  
White M Graduate student
White F Undergrad  Yes, one to     Working, s       Currently w             1 BHMI Software E
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     2 DRM Inc IT Associat
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 First Data Associate A  
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          0 Kiewit Service Cen  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          2 SolutionarySoftware E
White M Undergrad  Yes, one to     Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          3 TD AmeritrSoftware D
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Mutual of Application 
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Current-UNAmbassado    
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     4 Target Cart Attend
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employm
White M Undergrad  No Attending or planning to attend graduate school
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w     3 Liquid Cou Body Pierc
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          1 Interpublic IT Intern
White M Graduate student
White M Graduate student
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w             3 Current: Co            Data Cente  
White M Undergrad  No Working, s       Currently w          4 University    Workstatio   
White F Graduate student
White M Graduate student
q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15 q16 q17_1 q17_2
     ment
Omaha Full-Time 40 32000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
         k
Seattle, WAFull-Time 40 177000 Yes 20000 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 35000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Council Blu  Full-Time 44 80000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 37 0 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 40000 Yes 1000 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Offutt Air F   Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
omaha ne Full-Time 40 41000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Elkhorn neFull-Time 60 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
council blu  Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
         k
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 30 10000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Carter Lake  Full-Time 50 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45+ 54000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30 25000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 20000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Council Blu  Full-Time 40 24000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
fairfax VA Full-Time 45 25000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+ 28000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
San Diego, Full-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 70000 Yes 52000 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 28000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
     ment
Houston TXFull-Time 40 99800 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 140000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  Professor o        
San Angelo  Full-Time 45 60000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Greenville, Full-Time 40 80000 Yes 5000 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 47000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 22000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 37 32000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Camino, Ca  Full-Time 40 28000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 57000 No NOT relate    NOT related to major
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40 38000 Yes 5000 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
     ment
La Vista, N Full-Time 45 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, nebraska 35 15 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 300000 Yes 2000 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
LINCOLN, NPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Bellevue, NFull-Time 35 15000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 32 13 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 37000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT related to career 0 0
Nebraska Full-Time 55 72000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 25000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha Full-Time 40 25000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Lincoln, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 50 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHAT related to major
      eeking employment
     ment
La Vista NEFull-Time 40 0 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 22000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
LaVista, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 12000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 25000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Lincoln Full-Time 50 29000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
omaha ne Part-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 13 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Iowa Full-Time 40 42000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 400000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT related to major
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
         k
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  Professor o        
Council Blu  Full-Time 40 33000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Papillion Full-Time 40 18000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  Professor o        
Oklahoma  Full-Time 40 45000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 70 60000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Ne           Full-Time 40 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Beale AFB, Full-Time 50 65000 Yes 12000 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Chesapeak  Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
Full-Time No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 45 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Nebraska Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 43000 Yes 6000 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Fremont, NPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Chengdu, CFull-Time 30 36000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         
     ment
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 62000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 35 19000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Elkhorn, N Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Omaha Full-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
San Diego, Full-Time 50 54000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
         k
Papillion, NPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 36 20000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 44000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Ralston, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 36 25000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Scottsbluff  Full-Time 60 125000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Council Blu  Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
         k
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 25000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 35000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 38 29000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Ne Part-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 32 25 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 28000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha Full-Time 40 24000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30 0 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 40000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHAT related to major
      eeking employment
omaha Full-Time 38 22000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Bellevue, NPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
OMAHA NEFull-Time 60 50000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
omaha, ne Full-Time 40 31000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
         k
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha NE Full-Time 45 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
plattsmoutPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Orlando, F Full-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha,NE Part-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Onaha Ne Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+ 35700 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
      eeking employment
      eeking employment
      eeking employment
      eeking employment
      eeking employment
      eeking employment
      eeking employment
Omana, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 24000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+ No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
      k at the sam  Full-Time 40 56000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Papillion, NPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Nebraska Part-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Papillion Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 42000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 27000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 51500 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 20000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 38000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha,Ne Part-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 51000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 50-60 55000 Yes 2000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 10 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Nebraska Full-Time 45 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40-45 75000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
LaVista, NeFull-Time 40 52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 42 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 34000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Papillion, NFull-Time 40 49000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 50 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
omaha Full-Time 40 53000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha,NE Full-Time 40 25000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Lenexa, KS Full-Time 40+ 44600 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha Full-Time 40 20 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Sioux Falls, Full-Time 45 47000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Unknown Full-Time 40 10000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 54000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 39686 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 36000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Council Blu  Full-Time 50 60000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Denver, COFull-Time 40 48 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 25000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Papillion, NFull-Time 40 32000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Stanton NeFull-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 420000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
La Vista NeFull-Time 40 32000 No VERY related to caree  0 0
Omaha, NE     Part-Time NOT relate    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+ 32000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 35000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 56000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30-40 11 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Council Blu  Full-Time 60 25 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 16500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 28600 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Full-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha Full-Time 100 100000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Bellevue, NPart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
La Vista, N Part-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 35000 No NOT relate    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 34000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Bennington  Part-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 26000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Persia, IowFull-Time 40+ 50 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+ 20000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha Full-Time 40 42000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
      eeking employment
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
omaha Full-Time 40+ 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 54 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 49000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Full-Time 40
     ment
     ment
Nebraska Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 36 29000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha but  Full-Time 45 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 41000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Full-Time 40+ 20000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 25000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 38296 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 55000 Yes 3000 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 30 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 60 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha Full-Time 45 41000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Omaha NE Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Council Blu  Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 24000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Bellevue, NPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 28000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Iowa Full-Time 40+ 50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Columbus, Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Papillion, NPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha NE Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 25000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Lincoln, NEFull-Time 45 38700 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+ 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 20 50000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Council Blu  Full-Time 40 17000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Council Blu        Full-Time 40 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 80000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
      eeking employment
Phoenix, A Full-Time 40 40000 Yes 5000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Niobrara, NFull-Time 40+ 36000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40-46 35000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Bellevue NFull-Time 40 50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 34000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Nebraska OPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
      eeking employment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 12 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
     ment
Omaha. NEFull-Time 40-60 24000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
The United Full-Time 40+ 80000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 16 40000 Yes 1000 SOMEWHAT related t   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 35000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
omaha Full-Time 40 24 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 35000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 38 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Full-Time 45 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
         k
         k
omaha, ne Full-Time 40 32000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Denver, CoFull-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
LaVista, NeFull-Time 40 33000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
40 35000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 33000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
      eeking employment
Bellevue/O  Full-Time 60 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Ft. Sill, Okl Full-Time 40 40 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Fairbury, NFull-Time 40 25667 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 10 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT related to major
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 33 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha Ne Full-Time 48 32000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Council Blu  Part-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha,NE Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Los Angele  Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 70-80 38000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
omaha, ne Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 45000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 85000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 18000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
omaha, NEFull-Time 50 45000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 39000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 40000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Scottsbluff  Full-Time 39 30000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 13000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 35000 Yes 2000 VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 80000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 36000 Yes 11000 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Union, NE Full-Time 45 35000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
National, b    Full-Time 50 160000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Council Blu  Full-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+ 53000 No NOT relate    NOT related to major
N/A Full-Time 40 46000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Columbia, Full-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Bellevue NFull-Time 45 50000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Oklahoma Full-Time 40-60 0 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30 18000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 28000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Offutt AFB  Full-Time 40-60 40000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha,NE Full-Time 72 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NeFull-Time 30 17000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Kearney, NFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 27725 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Boystown, Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Florida Full-Time 40 35000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Fremont, NPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Elkhorn Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
     ment
Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40 25 Yes 3000 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Seattle, W Full-Time 45 65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Ft. Benning  Full-Time 40 45 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
omaha ne Full-Time 40+ 45000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 68000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 35 32240 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
     ment
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Full-Time 56 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
      eeking employment
Oklahoma    Full-Time 40-60 36000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  Professor o        
Minnetonk  Full-Time 35 50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha. NeFull-Time 40 0 Yes 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
omaha NE Full-Time 40 15 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha,NE Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
omaha NE.Full-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Denver, COFull-Time 35 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Full-Time 35 15000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Papillion, NPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ployment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 100000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha. NEFull-Time 45 40000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
      eeking employment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha Full-Time 40 36000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 0 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Carter Lake  Full-Time 42 32000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 50000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 73000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
omaha Part-Time VERY related to caree  0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Papillion, NFull-Time 40 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 100000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
FREMONT Full-Time 40 33500 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
LaVista Full-Time 40 25000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Crestview, Full-Time 40 30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Council Blu  Full-Time 20/50 21000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
     ment
Current: O     Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 115000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 43 24000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha,NE Part-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Orlando, F Full-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 43000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 35000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 60000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
      eeking employment
Nebraska Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 1 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 29000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha NE Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha Full-Time 35 26000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 29000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 350000 Yes SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 33000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
poop Full-Time 9 99 Yes 99 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Moab, Uta Full-Time 40 0 Yes 0 VERY relat    VERY related to major
New York Full-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Council Blu  Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 38 7500 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 35000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
         k
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Papillion NPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 25000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 20 14 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35-40 21000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30-35 21 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Full-Time 36 31000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30 65000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 35 12000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        
Papillion, NFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Valley, NE Full-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 Professor o         
Omaha NE Part-Time NOT relate    NOT related to major
Omaha, NEFull-Time 15 30000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         
omaha, NeFull-Time 40 20000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
N/A No NOT relate    NOT related to major
      eeking employment
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 53 28000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha NE Part-Time Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
     ment
I'll be going     Full-Time 60 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30 10 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 40.00 30000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 20000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
omaha, NEFull-Time 40 20000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 28000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
La Vista, N Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
     ment
     ment
Papillion, NPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
n/a Full-Time 0 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
council blu  Full-Time 40 33000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
      more offers for employment at a different employer
Omaha Full-Time 40 26000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 38500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
Fremont, NFull-Time 50-60 40000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
omaha Ne Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 37000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
     ment
UndecidedFull-Time 50 35000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha,NE Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Ralston, neFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NePart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
     ment
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ployment
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 15 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Omaha Ne Full-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
     ment
     ment
Council Blu  Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 33500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
     ment
     ment
Council Blu  Full-Time 40 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
papillion, NPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
N/A Full-Time 40 0 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Nebraska Full-Time 40 45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Part-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHAT related to major
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 35000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Plattsmout  Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha Ne Full-Time 35 20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
Ashland, NFull-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 80000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Valley, Ne Part-Time NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha,Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Earling,IA Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
      eeking employment
Omaha. NeFull-Time 50+ 35000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Unknown Full-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
      eeking employment
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
Gretna, NEFull-Time 40 25000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
N/A Full-Time 45 40000 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 10 0 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
     ment
Omaha/Me  Full-Time 45 28000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha Full-Time 35 12 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 38500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Papillion NFull-Time 40+ 35000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHAT related to major
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
Omaha Ne Full-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 40000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 Professor o         
Council Blu  Part-Time SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
Elkhorn, N Full-Time 40 36000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ployment 15 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35 23000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 36000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
     ment
      eeking employment
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+ 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha Full-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0
omaha nebPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
South Siou   Full-Time 40 53000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha Full-Time 40 67500 Yes 3000 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 57500 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 20000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
Downers G  Full-Time 50 65000 Yes 3500 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Norfolk, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Mountain V  Full-Time 40 110000 Yes 15000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 60000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Kansas CityFull-Time 40 60000 Yes 1500 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 30 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Multiple loFull-Time 50 55000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Dallas, Tex Full-Time 40 62000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Olathe, KS Full-Time 40 69000 Yes 3000 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
     ment
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
OMAHA NEPart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Greeley, COFull-Time 55 54000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha,NE Full-Time 40 62000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+ 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Houston, TFull-Time 50 60000 Yes 5000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Peachtree, Full-Time 50 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Denver, COFull-Time 70 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Livermore, Full-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Nebraska Full-Time 45 32000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Gretna, NEFull-Time 50 45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Lincoln Ne Full-Time 60 52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha Full-Time 40 48000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+ 56000 Yes 2500 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha Full-Time 40 52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 57500 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Littleton, CFull-Time 40 64000 Yes 3000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
Austin, TX Full-Time 40 75000 Yes 10000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Southeast  Full-Time 55 58000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
         k
Omaha, NEFull-Time 50 53000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Full-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHAT related to major
several Full-Time 50 50000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0
Ralston NeFull-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Offutt AFB  Full-Time 40 70000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 80000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Hutchinson  Full-Time 50 62000 Yes 6000 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 59000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 45 67500 Yes 3000 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
     ment
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NePart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 60000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 Professor o         
      more offers for employment at a different employer
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Part-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 45000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha Full-Time 40 40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
     ment
     ment
      eeking employment
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        
Omaha Ne Part-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
         k
     ment
     ment
Menlo Par  Full-Time 40 105000 Yes 25000 VERY relat    VERY related to major
Bellevue, NFull-Time 45 35000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
      k at the same employer VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha Ne Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha Full-Time 40 0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha,NE Full-Time 40 52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         
Detroit, M Part-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Bellevue, NFull-Time 40 60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 90000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 62000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
     ment
Omaha, NEFull-Time 35-40 65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
     ment
Lincoln Ne Full-Time 40 79000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 73000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0
Omaha, NEPart-Time VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha Part-Time VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 60500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0
Current-Om  Full-Time 40 55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         
     ment
Omaha, NEPart-Time NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
     ment
Omaha NE Full-Time 40 32000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0
Omaha, NeFull-Time 40 30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0
Omaha, NEFull-Time 40 45000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0
q17_3 q17_4 q17_5 q17_6 q17_7 q17_8 q17_9 q17_10 q17_11 q17_12
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 The emplo      0 0 Career Ser
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Print publi   0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Web site fo          0 0
0 0 0 0 Career fair   0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 The emplo      0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0 0 0 0 0 Web site fo          0 Career Ser
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Career Ser
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Friend or f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 Mentor 0 Profession  I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
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0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 5 or more Slightly satClose to m   
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0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
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0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
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0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 Mentor 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
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Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
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0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
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0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly unsClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
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0 0 0 Other Family 4-6 month     No Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 Other No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly unsDoes not m    
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0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
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0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 Other None of th I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very unsatClose to m   
0 0 0 Other owner I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very unsatMeets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly unsClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 Mentor Other I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 months prior to d  1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very unsatClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 Other This is a fa  I am alread   No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 Other More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisfied
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 Other Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 Other No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am already working 1-2 years Very unsatMeets my 
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0-2 month    Yes 3-4 years
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other Sister got e         I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 months prior to d  Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 5 or more Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 Other No Slightly unsDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other Recruiter 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very unsatMeets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 5 or more Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other Within hom  I am alread   Yes 5 or more Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 Other Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other My employ     I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship Practicum 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Slightly unsDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 Other Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 months prior to d  1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other I have bee                      More than      Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 Other Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 Other No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other Job Boards2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 Other Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-2 months after degr  1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other Family Bus 4 or more    No Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other Other No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other Recruited Other No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 Mentor 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
Started as      I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes Not sure Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 Mentor 0 I am alread   Yes 5 or more Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 Other Yes Not sure Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other 0-1 month    Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 Other UNO's web    2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 5 or more Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 Mentor 0 More than      No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 Other No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 5 or more Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship Practicum 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 3-4 years Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 Other Know the o0-2 month    No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 Mentor Other emplymen  2-3 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 Mentor 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 Other Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 Practicum 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 Practicum 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 Other Decline to I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 Other No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 Mentor 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 Other UNO's job Other Yes 1-2 years Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 Mentor 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 Mentor 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 Other Other Yes Not sure Very unsatMeets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satMeets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4 or more    Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 Other Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
Vacation More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other I first heard      4-6 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 Mentor 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 UNO Caree  Other No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 5 or more Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other Started as               I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 5 or more Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 Mentor 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
2-3 month     Yes Not sure
0 0 0 0 Other No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly unsClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 Mentor 0 2-3 month     No Very satisfied
0 0 Mentor 0 0-1 month    No Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Very unsatDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship Practicum 0 0 2-3 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 Other I work for                        More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 Mentor 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 Other Program D  More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly unsDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4 or more    Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 Practicum Mentor 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 Practicum 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 Other Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 Practicum 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 Practicum Mentor 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 Practicum Mentor 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 Other Scholarship 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 Other Yes 3-4 years Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 Current Em    2-3 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 Practicum 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship Practicum 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 Other Other Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly satClose to m   
I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 Practicum 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 Practicum 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 Practicum Mentor 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 Practicum 0 Other District We4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 Other Army ROTC  0-2 month    Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 Practicum 0 0 2-3 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly unsDoes not m    
4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship Practicum 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 Practicum 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 5 or more Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
1-2 years Very satisfied
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 Practicum 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 Practicum 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 Other INROADS 2-3 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 3-4 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Does not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satMeets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 Other MCA-Oma   I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
No
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 Other We visited    I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satMeets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly unsDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   

0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 Other Internet More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 0-1 month    No Slightly unsDoes not m    
I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Slightly satMeets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes 3-4 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 More than      Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 Other Found me  More than      No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Close to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very unsatDoes not m    
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Close to m   
Internship 0 0 0 2-3 month     Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      No Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes 1-2 years Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 Mentor 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
Internship 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     Yes Not sure Very satisf Does not m    
0 0 0 0 0-2 month    Yes 3-4 years Slightly satClose to m   
0 0 0 0 More than      Yes Not sure Slightly satDoes not m    
0 0 0 0 I am alread   No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 4-6 month     No Very satisf Meets my 
0 0 0 0 I am alread   Yes Not sure Slightly satClose to m   
q23 q24 q25 q26 q27 q28 q29 q30_1 q30_2 q30_3
Very unsat I felt like I was just being pushed through the system. I did not feel my teacher really cared and the                                                      
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Nursing University    Omaha Print inform      Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      ENGLISH UNO OMAHA 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Physical ThUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Accepted f           Masters De     Public AdmUNOmaha Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly unsI don't think I'll be using my degree for a job in the future.
Accepted f           Masters De     Law Law Schoo  Indiana 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Public AdmUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNMC Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly unsbachelors wont be enough to make a career out of my major, have wife and 2 kids and still no mon
Plan to att              Masters De      PHYSICIAN COLLEGE O    OMAHA 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      MBA , MPAUNO or Be Omaha Ne 0 0 0
Accepted f           Profession     Medicine University    Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Medicine UNMC Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Data scien UNO Omaha 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Child Clinic  University  Houston, T 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Internation     I do not kn  I do not kn  0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters Degree (e.g., M.S., M.A., MSW, MBA)
Plan to att              Masters De      CounselingUniversity     Omaha, NePrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Law University  Lincoln, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     History University   Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Industrial/  University    Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Medicine UNMC Omaha Nebraska
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Communic   University    Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Clinical Lab  Methoist HOmaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     Medicine N/A N/A 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsBecause I have to prioritize monetary gain over what I would actually like to do because of student 
Very unsatcarrer web site is not helpful.
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Law Nebraska C   Lincoln, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Very unsatSchoolwork does not prepare one for the job market especially since Bachelor's degrees have beco                         
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Dental Japan Dent  Japan 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Dentistry Dental Sch NA 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      PsychologyI hope to a     CA 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Law University  Lincoln, NePrint inform      Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Occupation  Creighton Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Physicians Not exactly  Not exactly  0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Law College of  Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Health EduUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Doctoral D    pharmacy UNMC Nebraska 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      OphthalmoUniversity    Omaha, Nebraska
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNMC Omaha Print inform      0 0
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Veterinary The Ohio S  Columbus, 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Nursing UNMC Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNMC or COmaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     Law UNL Lincoln
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine Hope to at    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Medicine UNMC Omaha Ne 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      School Psy UNO Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Political Sc Attending         Omaha, NE  0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Neuroscien   University   Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly unsI am not satisfied with the university help.
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Medicine,  UNMC Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     Nursing- R  Creighton Omaha NE 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Doctoral D    I/O PSychotbd tbd 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Chemistry University    Champaign 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      CounselingBellevue UBellevue, NE
Plan to att              Masters De      Creative WUniversity    Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Counseling Syracuse USyracuse, N 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Law Penn State State Colle  Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      School Psy       UNO Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      PsychologyUNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Either wor              UNO or Do        Omaha or  Print inform    Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Cartilage 3  University    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Dental hygUNL Lincoln Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      PsychologyUniversity   Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Industrial/  University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     J.D. UNL Lincoln, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Profession      Physical ThUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      developme  UNO Omaha 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsEnded up not wanting a career directly related to my major but application of it is still possible for    
Accepted f           Masters De     TranslationDenver Un Denver, CO 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Molecular   Michigan S  East Lansin  0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very unsatNo
Plan to att              Masters Degree (e.g., M.S., M.A., MSW, MB 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     Medicine ( UNMC Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Political Sc University    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Developme  University of Nebrask  0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNO oMAHA, ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Geology University        Lawrence K    0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very unsat I want to do something more with my life.
Accepted f           Profession     Medical LaMethodist  Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      OptometrySalus UnivePhiladelph 0 0 0
Accepted f           Profession     Dental Midwester     Glendale, A 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      History University    Omaha, NEPrint inform      0 Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     Doctorate   Northern A  Flagstaff, A 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Juris DoctoUniversity         Nebraska Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Nursing Iowa West   Council Blu  0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      GeographyUniversity    Omaha 0 0 0
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Theatre (A DePaul, Th       Chicago, N   Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Law University   Lincoln, NePrint inform      Web sites/  0
Slightly unsI spent too long on a degree that won't help me
Plan to att              Masters De      History University    Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      CounselingUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Physician ANortheaste  Boston, Ma 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly unsI feel that there was not a lot of support in helping with post-graduation experiences.
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      medical hu    University Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      English or C  Unsure Unsure 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Masters in UNK Kearney N 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Public Hist CSU Ft. COllins, 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Law Creighton  Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Profession     Medicine Johns Hop   Baltimore, 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNMC, Cre  Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very unsat It took me a long time to achieve this degree, through many faults of my own.  That being said, I co                                                                  
Plan to att              Masters De      Masters of  University    Omaha 0 0 0
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine University    Omaha Ne Print inform      0 Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Law Not sure yeNot sure ye 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    History SLU, NMU,  Refer to ab 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Law Creighton Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Teacher ce   Denver Un Denver, Co 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Occupation  Creighton Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      jimmy johncustomer somaha Print inform      0 0
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Medicine Colorado SAurora Col 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Biology UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Public AdmUNO Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     English University    Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Nursing UNMC, Cla     Omaha Print inform     Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      CounselingUNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine University    Omaha 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to attend gradua             PhilosophyDePaul Chicago 0 0 Professors  
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Nursing UNMC Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Pharmacy unmc colle  Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      None of yo  None of yo   UNO=100% 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      EnvironmeUNL Lincoln Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Internation     Leiden Uni   Leiden (Ne   0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      PsychologyUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      mental hea  Ohio UniveAthens, Oh 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Geochemistry Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Psychology   University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly unsI think UNO could have advised me better to take classes that would prepare me for my future.
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Pharmacy UNMC Omaha,NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Public AdmUniversity    Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Medieval R  Not knownNot known Print inform      0 0
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Pharmacy Northeaste  Boston, MAPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Pharmacy Creighton  Omaha, Ne 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      I want to c         UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      psychologyUNO Omaha,ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      medicine unmc Nebraska Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Law Creighton Omaha Ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      School Psy University   Boulder, C 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Dentistry UNMC Col   Lincoln, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      CounselingUniversity   Denton TX 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly unsI've spent so many hours pouring my life in classes that seem to contribute almost nothing to the w                                                                
Plan to att              Masters De      GeographyUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Data Scien   UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      Sociology University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Sociology o  University    Omaha, NePrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly unsI want to go into publishing and there are not many options at UNO that deal with book publishing    
Plan to att              Masters De      Psychology 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Urban StudUNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Political Sc UNO Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Physical ThUNMC Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Geoscience  University  Eugene, OR 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Teaching UNO Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Social wor UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Secondary UNO Omaha, Ne 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Sociology University   Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Very unsat I didn't get to do the things I wanted to do because the school is too expensive. I can't afford to do                  
Accepted f           Profession     Dentistry University    Minneapol 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      Clinical Lab  UNMC Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Sociology University    Omaha NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Critical and  UNO Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      public hea UNO omaha 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsIt took me over 5 years to find an advisor that could answer my questions and point me to informa                                                                    
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      nursing unmc omaha, ne 0 0 0
Plan to att              Profession      Law UNL or CreLincoln Ne  Print inform      Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      PsychologyUNO Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    ImmunologUniversity  Pennsylvan 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Psychology    University      Omaha, NePrint inform     Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      School Psychology Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Business E Not DecideNot Decide 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Higher Edu   Unsure Unsure 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      UndecidedUNO Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     accountinguno omaha 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Profession      LAW Notre DamSouth Bend 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      MBA UNO Omaha NE Print inform      0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      AccountingUNO Nebraska 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      Supply Cha  Arizona State Univers 0 0 0
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Occupation  Creighton Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Law University      Lincoln, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsThe preperation is not realistic. Most of the homework and studies are not real life experiences. W                    
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Law UNL Lincoln, NE 0 0 0
Accepted f           Masters Degree (e.g., M.S., M.A., MSW, MB 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Masters of     UNO/UNL Omaha/Lin 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      EconomicsVUT Brno, Czec  0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     EconomicsUniversity  Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsThree years of working taught me more than UNO could ever hope to.
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Statistics/MCreighton Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Business FiUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Business University    Omaha, Ne 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very unsat I am not
Slightly unsatisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsThe Marketing program does not prepare us at all for actual marketing jobs. No technical skills are                     
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Business UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Finance Creighton Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsBecause there is only one class to get banking degree.
Slightly unsatisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      AccountingUniversity    Omaha 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      AccountingUNO Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Finance Northwest Chicago 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very unsatno
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Communic    University   Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Business UNO Nebraska 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     AccountingUniversity    Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     AccountingUniversity   Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      AccountingUniversity  Scranton, P 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      MBA Huma  UNO Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Project MaUNO Nebraska Print inform      0 0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsno real world experiences, teachers reading directly off slides, didn't feel like there was much care            
Slightly unsatisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      CommunicUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsI feel UNO does not do well at getting students out there doing internships and gaining experience             
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Mba Uno Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Victim Serv  Sam Houst  Huntsville, 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very unsat I do not enjoy my job, I have been actively looking for a new one
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsWish I would have gone to school for a different degree.
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Economics   uncertain uncertain 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Business A    University         Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     MBA UNL Lincoln, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      education College of  Omaha,NE 0 Web sites/  0
Accepted f           Masters De     Social WorWashingto     St. Louis, M 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Health EduUNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Business MUNO Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     social worki dont reall      Nebraska 0 0 0
Accepted f           Masters De     Criminal JuWashingto  Pullman, W 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Nursing College of  Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Public AdmUNO or CS Both On-lin 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      SOCIAL WO   UNO OMAHA,N Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Criminal JuUniversity   Omaha,NE 0 0 0
Accepted f           Masters De     JournalismUNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Law University     Austin, TX 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsNot enough reach out for online students.
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Nursing
Plan to att              Masters De      Criminal Ju   Nebraska W  Lincoln, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Criminal Ju    UNO Omaha Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Sociology UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Informatio  UNO Omaha 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly unsNo thank you
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Public AdmUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Clinical Soc  University   Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very unsat I dealt with a few teachers who I believed were very unprofessional. I am disappointed UNO has th     
Plan to att              Profession      Legal Field Hopefully C   Omaha, Nebraska
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsWhen asking about possible internships, all I received was an e-mail address for a professor, who n                
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Law Northwest  Chicago, IL 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      exercise scUNO Omaha 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUNO Omaha 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Social WorUniversity   Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniversity    Nrbraska Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNMC Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social Work 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Criminal JuUNO Omaha 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Public AdmUniversity    Omaha 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly unsProfessors with language barriers, the Social Work program just goes through the motions, not eno     
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Law Creighton    Omaha or 0 0 Professors  
Slightly unsHad a whole lot of poor teachers at my time here at UNO in the business department. Some of my               
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Dietician University   Greeley, COPrint inform      Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Criminal JuUniversity   Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniverity o   Omaha Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsTook way too many unnecessary classes that conflicted with classes that would actually benefit me   
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social wor N/a Omaha 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Clinical Soc  University    Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniversity   Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Social WorUniversity          Ann Arbor         0 Web sites/  Professors 
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social wor University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Law UNL or CreLincoln, NE   0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Leadership  Bellevue UOmaha 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Criminal JuArizona Sta  Phoenix, A 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Criminolog    University    Omaha, Nebraska
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Law University     Lincoln, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniversity  Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      social workUNO OMAHA, N 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Social WorUNO Omaha Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Law Degre Creighton  Omaha, Ne 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Music Perf Michigan S       Lansing, M    0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Criminal JuUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Museum S Not sure, h     Undecided 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly uns?
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsThere wasn't a lot of classes in the broadcast program for students who DON'T want to be on came                                                                
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Contempo  Parsons PaParis, Fran 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsAs far as preparing students for life and work outside of the university, I have come to believe that                                                                                                       
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsI don't feel as though there are implemented programs that aid future graduates in understanding       
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsI felt like my college did not have the greatest professors. My advisers directed me wrong, Karen W                                                                                                                      
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Actuarial S UNL Lincoln Ne 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Very unsat I do not feel prepared for a career at all.
Accepted f           Masters De     JournalismOhio UniveAthens, OH 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Jazz PerforUniversity  Cincinnati, 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsIt was not made clear the employment rate was very poor for my major until I was well into my un                                                       
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsMy college experience has not been great.
Accepted f           Masters De     JournalismUNO Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      UndecidedUndecidedN/A 0 0 0
  eeting my eNo
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsI spent too much time trying to figure out what I wanted to do with a major and now I'm just trying                         
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsSchool of Music seems disorganized in some ways and did not quite get the critique and technical h            
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Medieval hKings Colle       London; Bi  Print inform      Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Art UNO Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Art HistoryUniversity       Denver, Co    0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Music Perf University  Tuscaloosa  0 0 0
Accepted f           Masters De     Public Rela   Depaul Un Chicago, IL 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsHad to seek out my education. I feel as though I pay enough money that I shouldn't have to go to f                       
Accepted f           Masters De     ArchaeologUniversity  Dublin, Ire 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Elementary University   Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Physical ThCreighton  Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      CADRE Pro       University  Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Exercise Sc   University    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Education UNO Omaha 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      medicine university  omaha 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech LanUNL or Ten   Lincoln, NE   0 Web sites/  0
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Occupation  Creighton Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Health and Minnesota  Minnesota 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Nursing UNMC Omaha. Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Medicine University   Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly unsI have not received adequate mentoring and what my future career choices are upon graduation w     
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-lan  UNL, Rockh   Lincoln, NE      0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Physical ThCreighton Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUniversity  Lincoln, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Exercise ScUNO Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Speech-LanUniversity    Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Exercise PhBRB Omaha 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      speech-lan  Arizona StaTempe, AZ 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUNL Lincoln, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUNO or UNOmaha or 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech LanUNL Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly unsFelt the education classes did not fully prepare student teaching applicants for what all awaited us                          
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Library SciePratt Instit   New York CPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      speech-lan  UNO Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Mild/Mode   University  Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine ( Clarkson o  Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-lan  Unknown Unknown 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine Creighton Omaha Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Health Pro Nebraska M  Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUNO, UNL,   Omaha, NE    0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Doctor of CLife UniverAtlanta, Ge 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-lan  University   Vermillion, 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     BiomechanThe Univer    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      BiomechanUNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Physical ThUniversity   Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Profession      Physical ThUniversity    Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech LanUniversity    Omaha, NePrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Finance Webster USt. Louis, M 0 Web sites/  0
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Exercise ScUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Education University   Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Pt Iwcc CB iowa 0 0 0
Slightly unsI have felt like I have really only gotten useful information out of 2 of my professors.  I had some pr                
Plan to att              Profession      Physical ThUniversity    Omaha 0 0 0
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Occupation  Creighton Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Profession      Doctorate   Creighton Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Education UNO Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Occupation  Creighton Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Education/UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUniversity  Jacksonvill  Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Library and  San Jose St  San Jose, C 0 Web sites/  0
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUniversity    Kearney, N 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsI feel I was not as prepared as I would have liked to have been by the university.
Very satisfied
Slightly unsI did not feel like 90% of the classes that I took at UNO were what I needed to take for my major. I        
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Exercise PhUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      BiomechanUniversity    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Elementary UNO- CAD  Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUNO Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Education,  University   Conway Ar 0 Web sites/  0
Accepted f           Masters De     Speech-Lan  University   Lincoln, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Masters in  Northwest      Chicago Illi 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUNL Lincoln Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Education  UNO Omaha NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Physical ThUniversity   Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Exercise scUNO, CreigNE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsScheduling conflicts with classes that were difficult to resolve. Very limited support from the unive          
Plan to att              Masters De      Speech-LanUniversity          Omaha or   0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Nursing Methodist Omaha, Ne 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Informatio  University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Electronic Texas of A&College Sta  0 Web sites/  0
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very unsatonce again..no AUTOCAD CIVIL 3D classes
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Doctoral D    Engineerin UNL Nebraska 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  University    Omaha, NE
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  UNL Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Engineerin University   Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Very unsatThe classes did not prepare me to use actual tools and programs needed to be a designer
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  durham sc   Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly unsCollege is a waste of money, lots of wasted classes, only maybe 4 actually apply towards career
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  UNL Omaha cam 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Engineerin University      Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  University   Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsatisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Engineerin UNL Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Slightly unsI would have preferred a more conceptually rigorous, less applied curriculum with more opportuni      
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Architectu  University    Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly unsMost of the teachers really didn't care to figure out what real world jobs would be like and how stu                                                                                                                                                                  
Plan to att              Masters De      Civil EngineUniversity  Salt Lake C  Print inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  UNL Lincoln 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very unsat Irrelevance. I feel like much of the course work is unnecessary and amounts to "busy work". I lost i      
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  University  Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Doctoral D    Architectu  University   Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  University     Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsCurriculum seems out of date, telecommunications should be focused on more as that is what a lo                        
Accepted f           Masters De     Civil EngineArizona Sta  Tempe, Ar 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  UNL Omaha, NE 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Architectu  University   Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Business MIT Sloan   Boston Ma 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Informatio  UNO Omaha, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Manageme   University    Omaha 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine Des Moine  Des Moine  0 Web sites/  0
Accepted f           Masters De     Informatio  UNO Omaha 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      MIS UNO Omaha Ne 0 0 0
Plan to att              Masters De      N/A N/A N/A 0 Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Professional Degree (e.g., MD, DDS, LLB)
Accepted f           Masters De     Medicine MIT Massachu 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Slightly unsPeter Kiewit has a lot of instructing staff that need to be let go and is fairly obviously failing
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     MIS UNO Omaha 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Biomedica  UNO Omaha, NEPrint inform      Web sites/  Professors  
Slightly unsToo much irrelevant coursework required
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly unsThe University needs to find more professors that have real-world industry experience because it is                     
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Accepted f           Masters De     Informatio  University    Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Masters De      Informatio  University   Omaha Ne 0 0 Professors  
Plan to att              Profession      Medicine UNMC Omaha 0 0 0
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Cyber SecuUniversity   Omaha, NE 0 0 Professors  
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Accepted f           Profession     Dentistry University       Lincoln, NE 0 0 0
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Very satisfied
Plan to att              Masters De      Computer UNO Omaha, Ne 0 0 Professors  
Very satisfied
Slightly unsNah
Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
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                    ey really did not push me. My private schooling has taught me more. Actually working in the field was light yea                                  
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
                    ney
0 Pre-profes     0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 No
Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      Career Ser Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
                 t debts.
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
              ome irrelevant. Finding a financially stable job after college has become near impossible without gaining outsid          
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 Pre-profes     0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
Boys Town  Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
                   my desired career path
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 Career Ser 0 0 Yes
0 Pre-profes     0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 Pre-profes     People wh          0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 Other Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      Career Ser Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Students c     Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
                     ould have made choices that would have made my journey easier and could have decided to go to a different u                                              
Academic a   0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      Career Ser 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 Other Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other None of yo  No
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 Pre-profes     People wh          0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Other studYes
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 Pre-profes     People wh          0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                  working world. Although I do think a bachelor's degree should be earned not given away to people who don't p                                             
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
                  . Little to none.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other No
0 0 0 Parents an       0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
                      what I want. I did think about graduate school but I would still be in the same boat.
0 Pre-profes     People wh          0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     0 0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other have not y Yes
                   ation I needed/wanted. I would have graduated in half the time had my previous advisors known ANYTHING ab                                                   
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Dean Pol Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
                We spend a lot of times working on things that we truly do not encounter in a real life senario.
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                 taught. Go look at job postings of marketing positions (entry-level) and notice how no UNO Marketing majors    
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                if anyone learned anything, yet would fail you in a heart beat.
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                . I have also not had a set advisor since transferring to UNO.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       0 Career Ser 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 Other colleagues
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Project Ach  Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 No
No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 Other Thompson   No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 Career Ser 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                 his teachers at the school.
No
                never responded. I don't feel like there is much help in finding a job post graduation.
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
              ough time/information about practicum placements
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
                    teachers were very hard to understand and therefore made the class that much more difficult.
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
              e and my future.
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       0 Career Ser Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 Career Ser 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
                  era. I work as a producer now and I never wanted to be an on camera reporter, and the only class that really h                                         
0 0 0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 No
                   working, for instance at the zoo or a pizza shop may, in a much more practical way, prepare people for the re                                                                                  
               how to function outside of a university.
                 Weber, who was my adviser all throughout college, was also my professor and is very biased towards students                                                                                                    
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 No
                    dergraduate career. I then spent my time trying to add emphasis to a filed where I would have better chance w                                   
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                     g to graduate with a degree. I have no idea how helpful the degree will be, but I hope it makes a difference in s  
                 help that I wanted from my individual music lessons with private instructor.
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 Parents an       Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other No
                     ar out of my way to get useful information regarding my career choices. I felt as though my education wasn't b   
0 0 People wh           0 0 Career Ser Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   Pre-profes     0 0 Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 Peers such      Career Ser 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 No
0 0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 Yes
               without going to graduate school.
0 0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 0 Parents an       0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           Parents an      Peers such      0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           0 Peers such      0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
0 0 People wh           Parents an      0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 Faculty or        0 Yes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yes
                in student teaching, to say that the education classes did not fully give us an idea of how much work was requ     
Academic a   0 People wh           0 0 0 0 0 No
Academic a   Pre-profes     People wh          Parents an      Peers such      Career Ser Faculty or        0 Yes
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0 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HVery satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 Service lea 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 Undergrad  0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 Field studyService lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid internCo-op 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Not Very HSlightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  Field studyService lea 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 Field study 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 Field study 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum 0 0 Not Very HSlightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 Undergrad  Field studyService lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Not Very HSlightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 Field study 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Not Very HSlightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  Field study 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HSlightly sat
Not Very HSlightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 Field studyService leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HVery unsat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HSlightly uns
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HSlightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Not Very HSlightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very unsat
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  Field study 0 Practicum 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 Field study 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HSlightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Not Very HSlightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 Field studyService leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te Other Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
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0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te Other Very Helpf Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Very unsat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 Field studyService leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 Field studyService leaPracticum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpful
0 0 0 Field studyService lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 Field studyService leaPracticum Student te 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 Field study 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
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0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 Field study 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  0 Service leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 Field study 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 Other Somewhat Helpful
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 Field study 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 Other Not Very HVery satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 Field studyService leaPracticum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
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0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
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0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te Other Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 Practicum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
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0 0 0 0 Service leaPracticum Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
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Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid internCo-op Undergrad  0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Not Very HSlightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
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Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
0 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Very HSlightly uns
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Slightly sat
0 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 Student te 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Not Very HSlightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 Practicum 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
Paid intern 0 Undergrad  0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 Field study 0 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly uns
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 Service lea 0 0 0 Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Slightly sat
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Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very unsat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Very Helpf Very satisf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Somewhat Slightly sat
Paid intern 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Very Helpf Very satisf
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Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     US Air ForcStrategic P  Offutt AFB  Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very UnsatAgain, mos                                                                                   Working, s       Currently w     Nebraska F  Advertising Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          PRC Director, HOmaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Gallup Researche Omaha Ne Full-Time 45
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          Hyvee Chef Omaha, NEFull-Time 37
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I don't thin       Working, s       Currently w     Bakers Produce AsOmaha, NePart-Time 30
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatI studied F                                                                                                      Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          marks bist server omaha ne Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          University   Faculty Tampa, FL Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     OPPD Data scientOmaha, NEPart-Time 24
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un N/A Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Alorica Data Minin  Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un Had to tak           Working, s      Currently w          Pinnacle En   Slot Techn  Council Blu  Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w     Life Time Amanager Fairfax VA Full-Time 45
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatIt all feels l                            Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     UNMC-Mu      Behavior T    Omaha, NEPart-Time 25
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatUNO has n          Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          Air Force Intelligenc  Offutt Air F   Full-Time 45
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Departmen  Pilot Bellevue, NFull-Time 45
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     English Firs  Teacher Cambridge  Part-Time 20
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I feel like F                                                                                    Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un To clarify m                                                                                                                                                                        Working, s       Currently w     PetSmart Pet Care LeOmaha, NePart-Time 20
Does not m    Very UnsatI was told w                    Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Marriott InCustomer C  Omaha, NeFull-Time 35-40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          CATCH InteData Scien Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not curren      The Univer      Student.. Nebraska Full-Time 15
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w     University    Work Stud Omaha Ne Part-Time n/a
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  Full-Time
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I am satisfiWorking, s       Currently w          Nebraska EAssitant Di    Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Owens & A  Supervisor      Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Does not m    Slightly Un I had bette                        Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          University       Behavior A   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     ESRI Tech Redlands Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un This survey                                 Working, s       Currently w        Douglas Co  Bailiff Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Metro Com  Adult Educ   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          First Data Speech An  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Close to m   Slightly Un Not satisfie    Working, s       Currently w             NA NA Omaha, NePart-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     State of NeCommittee Lincoln, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w     Hyvee Clerk Omaha Part-Time 25
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about seeking employment
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Departmen  Teaching AOmaha Part-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha Pu  Library aid omaha, ne Part-Time 18
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Westside H  English TeaOmaha, NEFull-Time 50
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          US Army Operations Savannah Full-Time 60
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   School Psy Papillion, NFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Barnes andcafe serverOmaha, NEPart-Time 15
Does not m    Very UnsatI took too     Working, s       Currently w     Burger Kin Team MemLaVista, NEPart-Time 30
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un Personally                                                       Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     University    Teaching AOmaha Part-Time 20
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un Nothing I le             Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Does not m    Slightly Un not school       Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Close to m   Slightly Un As stated b               Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Western D    Planning a  Independe  Full-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I wish I wo                    Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             Studio PolyPrincipal Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatAlready didWorking, s       Currently w          Marriott Worldwide     Omaha, NEPart-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          University    Behavior AOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work    Full-Time
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Autism Car  Board Cert  Omaha, NEFull-Time 35
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Working, s       Currently w     Munroe M   Behavior T Omaha, NEPart-Time 30
Does not match and am UNHAPPWorking, s       Currently working and will continue to work    Full-Time
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Starting a j     Babies R U Personal R  Chesapeak  Part-Time 20
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my expectations Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work at the same employe
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Children's    Human Re    Omaha, NePart-Time 20
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
There is litt        Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Very UnsatShould hav                Working, s      Currently w             United Sta   Squad Lead  Des MoinePart-Time 15
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently working but seeking different empFull-Time
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          ACT clinic Board Cert  Omaha Full-Time 40
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Heartland School Psy Johnston, IFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Meets my Slightly Unsatisfied Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Catch IntelData Scien Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          UNO/CreigPostdoctor  Omaha Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Currently working and will continue to work    Part-Time
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             Gretna Pub  English/Th  Gretna, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          National In  Senior Pro  Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Park Hill ScSchool Psy Kansas City  Full-Time 45
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     Archdioces    Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Behaven K ABA therapElkhorn, N Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          SilverStoneSenior Hum   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Unsatisfied Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          UniGroup Operation  Fenton, M          Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Council Blu   Teacher Iowa Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not match but am HAPPY Working, s       Currently w     brighton gaCMA omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          University     Math 1310 Omaha Ne Part-Time 20
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatI am happy                                                                                                                      Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time 40
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     Union Paci  Year-Roun    Omaha, NEPart-Time 15
Working, s       Currently w          Waukee Co  Teacher Waukee, IoFull-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Jack Links Warehouse Underwoo  Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          self carpenter omaha Full-Time 50
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          U.S. Air Fo Security Fo  Joint Base  Full-Time 56
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Lincoln Pub  School Psy Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Nebraska B   Business A Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          SAC Federa   Senior Fina   Omaha Ne Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci  Sr. Analyst Omaha,NE Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     ConAgra Fo  Financial AOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    n/a n/a n/a Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          South Oma      OperationsOmaha Ne Full-Time 50
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un My studies                                         Working, s      Currently w          First Data Business A Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Valmont InMarketing Valley, NE Part-Time 20
Does not m    Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Not curren    - - - Full-Time 50+
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Oriental Tr  Statistical MOmaha NE Full-Time 40
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Not curren    UNO Baxte   Event StaffOmaha Part-Time 20
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Valmont InE-learning      Valley, NE Part-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w          Princess No    Teacher Riyadh / KSFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Does not m    Slightly Un Did not lea                                Working, s      Currently w     Universal SSecurity GuOmaha, NEPart-Time 18
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          University    Financial/B  Nebraska Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     N/A N/A N/A Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pe  Vice Presid    Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Close to m   Very UnsatThe educat                  Working, s      Currently w     Talent age  Actor/Perf  Los AngeleFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w     CVS PharmCashier Omaha, NEPart-Time 28
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un Nope Working, s       Currently w             Current an    Housing CoOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Kiewit CorpStaff Audit    Omaha, NEFull-Time 50-60
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Lutz & Com  CPA Omaha Full-Time 40-50
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Sr Proj Mg Omaha, NEFull-Time 50+
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          UNO Grant finan     Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w     Regency LoFront Desk Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          HDR LMS adminOmaha, NEFull-Time 45
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          First Natio    Sr. Analyst Omaha Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci  Senior AnaOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Lincoln Fin  Regional Se  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          ConAgra FoSystems AnOmaha, NEFull-Time 45
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Militti Sale   Accounts MOmaha,NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w             Interlake MAccount ExChicago, IL Full-Time 45
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un UNO does      Working, s       Currently w          NEI Global Pre-Assess  Omaha Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un because of      Working, s       Currently w          John EberlyNA Stanton NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          NorthStar    Facilities MOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          SAC Senior FSS Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Mutual of   HR TechnicOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Seim JohnsAssociate I Omaha, NEFull-Time 40-60
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Woodmen   Portfolio MOmaha, NEFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Business MOmaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Valmont InDirector of  Valley, NE Full-Time 48
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Systems AsOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Mayo Clini Orthopedic Phoenix, A Full-Time 80
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci  Financial AOmaha, NEFull-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Accounting Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Working, s       Starting a j     Unknown Unknown Hopefully M   Full-Time 40-60
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          First Natio  Analyst Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Profession    Senior Acc  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Very UnsatI loved the                           Working, s     Currently w    Streck Sales Inter La Vista, N Part-Time 16
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    unemployen/a unemployeFull-Time 0
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Blue Cross  Lead Data  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Sr Project MOmaha, NEFull-Time 55
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     ACI WorldwSenior Fina  Omaha, NeFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w             UNO Graduate AOmaha Part-Time 20
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          City of Om Police OfficOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          McFarlin &  Accountan Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Tax Analys Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     PayPal Forecasting La Vista, N Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Conifer He  Director O  Headquart  Full-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Hyvee Deli Omaha Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Yahoo! Inc Sr. M&A A Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Current is     I am a QA C        I am curren    Full-Time 42
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci  Train DispaOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly Un I would hav               Working, s       Currently w    Hilton Bartender Omaha and Full-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Physicians Finance M Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Hayes MecProject MaOmaha, NeFull-Time 50
Working, s       Starting a j     Lutz Audit Asso Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          US Navy Strategic P  Omaha (USFull-Time 50
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Business R Omaha NE Full-Time 50
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          BKD, LLP Tax AssociaOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci  Project MaOmaha, NEFull-Time 45
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Gallup ConsultantOmaha, NeFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha pri  bar manag Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un Wish I wou         Working, s      Currently w             Winfield Master Ag  Iowa Full-Time 40+
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un I wish I wo            Working, s       Currently w          Kiewit Business SpOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w             Omaha Pe  Assistant P  Omaha Ne Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Boys TownProgram D Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Werner EnPricing AnaOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Systems EnOmaha Full-Time 45
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     TekBrands Controller Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w          Rob-See-CoDirect Sale  Elkhorn, N Full-Time 40+
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          union Pacifaccount M omaha Full-Time 45
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          KPMG Senior AssoOmaha Full-Time 55
Does not m    Slightly Un Please see  Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Famous FoTherapist Oklahoma Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    not sure probation vancouver Full-Time 30-40
Working, s       Currently w     Federal GoSocial WorOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Goodwill InAdult Care  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very UnsatUNO has b                                                                                                         Working, starting a jo    PAULADM CEO Omaha Full-Time 50
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Boystown Senior Trai  Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un The progra         Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Po  Police SergOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Trinity Med  Medical transciptionist 45
Does not m    Slightly Un A lot of cla     Working, s       Currently w     Methodist Room Serv  Omaha, NePart-Time 30
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatI did not ga      Working, s       Currently w     Charleston  bartender Omaha, NePart-Time 4
Working, s       Starting a j     James MadAssistant PHarrisonbu  Full-Time 40
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     UNO Centennial  Omaha, NEPart-Time 20
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Broadlawn   Director of    Des Moine  Full-Time 50
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very Unsatno. Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently working, but considering one or m        Full-Time 45-60
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un I wish gett                        Working, s       Currently w          Union Ban   Customer S   Fairbury, NFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Nebraska LLegislative Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Kearney/B   Volunteer Kearney, NFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          College of   Director of   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Doane Uni DevelopmeCrete, NE Full-Time 40+
Does not m    Very Unsatno Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Douglas county correcCorrection  Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un There is no              Working, s       Currently w     Current- A  Is- Recepti Omaha Part-Time 20
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Does not m    Slightly Un We don't l                               Working, s      Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Working, s       Currently w             Family Res    Therapist Grand Islan  Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very UnsatNo Working, s       Starting a j     United Sta  Soldier Nebraska Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatIt's way too                            Working, s      Currently working and will continue to work    Full-Time 40+
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Alolrica Customer S  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Nebraska F  Salesperso Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          City of Om Administra  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Children's    Psychiatric Omaha, NEPart-Time 20
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very UnsatN/A Working, s       Currently w          Stanley Bla  Sr. Directo    National, b    Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Boys Town   therapist Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          City of HickCity AdminHickman, NFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Metropilita  Grant ManOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Maple Cres  Social Wor  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Currently w          University   Associate A    Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Heartland  Case ManaOmaha NE Full-Time 35
Working, s       Currently w     Nebraska M    Social WorOmaha Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un Bad profes                                      Working, s       Currently w     Completely Program su  Omaha, NEPart-Time 15
Working, s       Currently w             Current Em      Current: D     Current: O      Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Madonna R  Social WorLincoln, NEPart-Time 20
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     State of NE      Social WorValentine, Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          OMNI Beh  EFH specia Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Fir   Fire Fighte Omaha Ne Full-Time 56
Working, s       Currently w          NeighborW  Director of    Council Blu  Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          State of Ne   Intake Juve   Omaha, NeFull-Time 40-50
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w             St. Bernard  Bartender Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work    Full-Time
Does not m    Slightly Un Seeking a m   Working, s       Currently w     Southern W   MerchandiOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Rappahann   Executive DCulpeper, VFull-Time 40
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          USAF E-4B Data    Offutt AFB Full-Time 40-60
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          CompletelyProgram MOmaha, NEFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w          City of Clar  City AdminClarion, IA Full-Time 45-50
Working, s       Not curren    Not yet de Not yet de Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatUNO only c             Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Good Shep  Chaplain Blair, NE Full-Time 50
Working, s       Not curren    NA Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Heartland  Mental He    Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          United WaDirector of  Omaha Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w     Current: N       Preferably Kansas City      Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working   Social worker
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Project Ha Mental He  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w             Menards Sales Elkhorn Part-Time 15
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          United HeaCommunit    Des Moine  Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             Children's Provisiona  Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently working and        Care CoordNorth Platt  Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Nonprofit A    Public PolicOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          OMNI Beh  EFH SupervOmaha NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Creative H  Receptioni Omaha Part-Time 30
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Current em       Currently a           Omaha, Ne      Part-Time 30
Working, s       Starting a j     ACN and O    LCSW - theLincoln Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Po  Police OfficOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very UnsatI am satisfiWorking, s       Currently w          The Mark Athletic Di Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Aging PartnCare ManaLincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently working but   Cashier omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a j     Tennessee  Assistant PNashville, TFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Old Chicag       Therapist Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Metropolit   Project Spe     Omaha, NEPart-Time 25
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Nebraska I   Outreach POmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Brumbaug     Admin Omaha, NEPart-Time 25
Does not m    Slightly Un I just never                                                                          Working, s       Currently w     Horseshoe Beverage SCouncil Blu  Part-Time 24-32
Working, s       Starting a j     Hillcrest Ho  Social workBellevue NFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          City of KeoCity AdminIowa Full-Time 50
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             State of NeService Co Cozad, NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Heartland  Therapist Council Blu  Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Hunger Fre  Program C Omaha, NeFull-Time 40-50
Working, s       Currently w          CHI Health    MSW, PLM   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             Nebraska-W           Social Wor       Grand Islan  Part-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          CHI Health  Manager, A     Kearney, NFull-Time 40+
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             Communit Residentia  Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  Full-Time
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Baird Holm Marketing Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     AEL Executive AOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          TD Ameritrade Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Children's  Program MOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Pathology  Administra      Lincoln, NEPart-Time 25
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     University    Assistant PTBA Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          KVC In-Home S  Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I never felt                                      Working, s       Currently w    Old Main S  Waitress Avoca Part-Time 20
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working   Graphic Designer Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I feel that t                                                       Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently working but seeking different employment
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un I am unsat                                         Working, s       Currently w     Nothern To  Cashier Omaha NE Part-Time 30
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un Everything                        Working, s      Currently w         WOWT NBNews ProdOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly Un phuq u Working, s       Currently w          poop poop poop Full-Time 99
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un Because m                                        Working, s       Currently w     Archdioces    Grounds K Omaha Ne Full-Time 38
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un The school                           Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Not currently working, but seekin  Omaha Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very UnsatUNO has n     Working, s       Currently w     Cella Quinn  Marketing Omaha, NePart-Time 25
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w     Target Salesfloor t  Omaha NE Part-Time 30
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un When I sta                                             Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Elementary   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
 isfied No Working, s       Starting a job with a new employer
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about se  Full-Time
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very Unsatisfied Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very UnsatCan't get a         Working, s      Not curren    unknown unknown anywhere Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un It's the way                                          Working, s       Currently w     McDonald Crew MemOmaha, NePart-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w          Wayne Sta  Adjunt Eng  Wayne, NePart-Time 25
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    Currently I       High Schoo   Omaha NE Full-Time 45
Does not m    Slightly Un I plan to w                       Working, s       Currently w         Nebraska F  Cashier NE Full-Time 40.
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Music TeacPapillion, NFull-Time 40+
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Mark Joeke    Marketing           Omaha, NePart-Time 20-25
Working, s       Currently w     University    Graduate T       Omaha, NEFull-Time 20
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un No Working, s       Currently w     PizzaWest Cook La Vista, N Part-Time 22
Working, s       Currently w          Gretna Pub  Technology Gretna, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     University of Nebraska Omaha- Campus Recreation
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmPart-Time
Working, s       Currently working, bu            PLMHP Nebraska Full-Time
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Third Grad  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work at the same employe
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 85
Working, s       Currently w     UNO Graduate AOmaha, NEPart-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Sou   Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Librarian Omaha, NEFull-Time 168
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     PLC SchoolTeacher/Li Papillion, NPart-Time 30+
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    N/A Certified A  N/A Full-Time 60
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Not curren    n/a Athletic Tr n/a Full-Time 48
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Not curren    NA Early Child  Lincoln NE Part-Time 0
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     University    Graduate A     Omaha, NEFull-Time 20-40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un The timing                   Working, s      Currently w          Thompson  Constructio  Fremont, NFull-Time 50-60
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Partnershi  High Schoo  Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working   Speech Language Pathologist
Working, s       Not curren    Omaha Pu  Speech-Lan  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Literacy FaOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Lutheran facounselor Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Fremont P teacher Fremont, NFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Ralston Pu  Teacher Ralston, NeFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Unknown a  Speech-lan  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  2nd Grade Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Blair Comm  Teacher Nebraska Full-Time 50
Does not m    Slightly Un The Exercis                        Working, s       Currently w     Metro Cred  Teller Omaha,NE Part-Time 26
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un there was         Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Teacher La Vista, N Full-Time 50
Working, s       Not currently working   speech-language pathFull-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Plattsmout  Mathemat  Plattsmout  Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Bellevue P Teacher Bellevue, NFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La  First Grade Papillion, NFull-Time 40
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w             Stretch-n-G     Certified Y        Omaha, NEPart-Time 30
Working, s       Currently w          Council Blu   Teacher Council Blu  Full-Time 40+
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Elementary  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Teacher La Vista, N Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Resource TOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w             See the TraSports Med  Omaha, NePart-Time 15
Working, s       Not currently working   Speech-Language Pat Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working   Speech-Language Pathologist
Working, s       Currently w             Omaha Pu    English as a    Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a j     Wheeler E Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a j     Nebraska C  Speech-Lan  Nebraska C  Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  3rd Grade    Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Working, s       Starting a j     Omaha Pu Speech Lan  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          UNO Director Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Close to m   Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Bellevue P School CouBellevue NFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Council Blu   Mathemat  Council Blu  Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Reading TeOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Lutheran F     currently C         Omaha Ne Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub       Science Te OMaha, NeFull-Time 40
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha Full-Time 65
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha Pu  Substitute Omaha, NEPart-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly Un I feel that t                                                   Working, s      Not curren    Unknown Teacher Unknown Full-Time 40+
Working, s       Currently w          Gretna Pub  Teacher Gretna, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  School LibrOmaha, NEFull-Time 168
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Special Edu   Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w             Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Migrant/Re   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a j     EBS HealthSpeech Lan  Houston, TFull-Time 37.5
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Papillion La  Teacher Papillion, NFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  teacher Omaha Ne Full-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          Apex Visitation SOmaha,NE Part-Time 12
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Northwest Director of    Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu   Teacher Elkhorn, N Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Library MeOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Educationa    Speech Lan  Fremont, NFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  Teacher Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Sou   Resource TOmaha, NeFull-Time 50
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Bellevue P Teacher Bellevue, NFull-Time 55
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Magnet Fa Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a job with a n  Mental He  Denver, CoFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Special EduPapillion, NFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Columbus  Behavior In    Columbus, Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          UNO Assistant D      Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Bennington  Teacher 5t  Benningto  Full-Time 50+
Working, s       Currently w          Gretna Pub  Early Interv   Gretna, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Math Teac Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    N/A Speech-Lan  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Elkhorn Pu  Speech-Lan  Elkhorn, N Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Mount Mic  Senior Dea   Elkhorn, N Full-Time 50
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu   Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Schuyler C  Library MeSchuyler, NFull-Time 45
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Dean of St Omaha, NeFull-Time 50
Meets my Very satisfied
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 60
Working, s       Currently w             Ralston Pu  Fourth Gra  Ralston, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Creighton Athletic Tr Nebraska Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha Pu  School CouOmaha, NEPart-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  Athletic Di Omaha, NEFull-Time 60
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          Ralston Pu  Teacher Ralston, NeFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha Full-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  Special Edu  Elkhorn, N Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          south cent     elementary  Fairfield NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently working but   Provisiona     Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Teacher La Vista, N Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  Teachers/B  Omaha, NeFull-Time 40+
Working, s       Currently w          Bennington  Curriculum   Benningto  Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Lincoln Pub  School CouLincoln, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  School CouOmaha, NEFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Second Gra    Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un Same reaso                  Working, s       Currently w     Oscar's Server Omaha, NEPart-Time 20
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Hastings CoAssistant P    Hastings, NFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Maywood  Library MeMaywood, Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha Pu  Early Child  Omaha, NEFull-Time 45 hrs
Working, s       Currently w          OPS teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Principal Papillion, NFull-Time 60
Working, s       Currently w          Westside C  CAPS Prog    Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w          Kids RoundLead TeachGretna, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Current: U    Current: O  Current: O  Part-Time Are: 30+
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  Teacher Elkhorn, N Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     University      Athletic Tr Omaha NE Part-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w          Westside C  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu      School CouOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          PLV Schoo Media Spe Papillionm Full-Time 45
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Boys town Teacher Boys town Full-Time 60
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working   Educationa   Greater M   Full-Time 40
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha Ne Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu   Library TeaOmaha, NeFull-Time 168
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Teacher Papillion Full-Time 50
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Millard Pub  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 60
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Not curren      Unknown Counselor Unknown Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Council Blu   Teacher Council Blu  Full-Time 50
Working, s       Not curren    n/a n/a n/a Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Westside C  Middle Sch    Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Not curren    Phil Morga       Softball Hit  Manhattan  Part-Time 30
Working, s       Currently w          Boys TownSenior Assi       Boys Town  Full-Time 45
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     UNO/Oma   teacher Omaha, NeFull-Time 20/40
Working, s       Not curren    Dont know Speech Lan  Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          ops
Working, s       Currently w     Hyvee Aisle online Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a j     Millard Sou   Speech-lan  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub    4th Grade Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     Millard Pub  Library ParOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Science Te Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    ENCAP PLMHP Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  resource teOmaha, neFull-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Special Edu  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not curren    currently w        Athletic Tr unknown Full-Time >40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha SteOrder AsseOmaha, NEPart-Time 32
Working, s       Currently w             Current-Bo     My title wi     Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Aldrich Ele Third Grad  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Millard Pub  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     Omaha Pu  Teacher Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  School CouOmaha NE Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     University    Graduate AOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu  Profession   Omaha Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w          ESU#3 Bro    Secondary  La Vista, N Full-Time 50
Working, s       Currently w     UNO Injury   Graduate A   Omaha NE Part-Time 20
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Elkhorn Pu  1st Grade TElkhorn NeFull-Time 40+
Working, s       Currently w          Omaha Pu   Teacher Omaha Full-Time 50+
Working, s       Currently w          Papillion La   Teacher Papillion, NFull-Time 40+
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working   Speech-Language Pat Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working   Speech-lan  Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very UnsatNO AUTOC  Working, s       Currently w          JEO consul  project engsouth sioux  Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un i learn a lotWorking, s       Not currently working   Engineer NewYork Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently working but seeking different employment
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Currently w             Pizza WestServer Omaha, NEFull-Time 30
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very UnsatI did not fe   Working, s       Currently w          Continenta   Project De Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un The Constr                      Working, s      Starting a j    Hensel Phe  Field EnginGreeley, COFull-Time 55
Meets my Slightly Un WAste of m     Working, s       Currently w             McCarthy Project EngPhoenix, A Full-Time 55
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un Handful of                                                                                      Working, s      Currently w          Kiewit Field EnginOmaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un Poor teach                           Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Starting a j     Current - F    Software EAustin, TX Full-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un n/a Working, s       Currently w          I Already Filled this oFull-Time 50
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
 isfied Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Meets my Slightly Un Coursewor        Working, s       Currently w          JE Dun Unknown Many Full-Time 50
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Un Curriculum           Working, s      Currently w          Union Paci Network E Omaha, NeFull-Time 45
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Very UnsatI'm satisfieWorking, s       Starting a j     Gress FarmEngineer Omaha Full-Time 45
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly Un There shou                       Working, s       Currently w            NA Assistant P  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly Unsatisfied Working, s       Starting a j     Lincoln Am   Administra  Lincoln, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Farm Cred    Lead Appli  Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          First Data IT Auditor Omaha, NEFull-Time 40+
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Doing a year or more of service and/or volunteer work
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Mutual Of Command  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Meets my Very Unsatno Working, s       Not curren    na na omaha Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w          Physicians  Data EnginOmaha Ne Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Paypal Business In  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    NA Systems An    NA Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Apex Analyst Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          UNO Graduate AOmaha, NEPart-Time 20
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w             Election Sy   Quality An OMAHA Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    None None None Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Nelnet IT-Softwar  Omaha,NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Working, s       Currently w     UNL Teaching AOmaha Part-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w          Gallup System Application DeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     UNMC Document  Omaha,NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Physicians Associate a   Omaha, NEFull-Time
Working, s       Currently w          ResearchUDatabase EOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    N/a n/a n/a Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    NA NA NA Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    NA NA NA Full-Time 40
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Working, s       Currently w     NA Business a NY Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Midland Sc  Business In  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Starting a j     appalachia  Assistant PBoone, NE Full-Time 40
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          Physicians  Automatio   Omaha Ne Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Polaris QA AnalystNew JerseyFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Moody's A Software EOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w             Gordmans IT Intern Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Sogeti LLC ConsultantOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Moody's A Software EOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Moodys AaSoftware EOmaha, Nebraska 40
Working, s       Currently w          BCBS Nebr ETL develoOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Blue Cross    IS Intern omaha,nebFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     West Corp Programm  Omaha,Ne Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Werner EnQA AnalystOmaha,NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    N/A N/A N/A Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Physicans MAutomatio   omaha nd Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Oriental Tr  Statistcal M  Nebraska Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          D3 BankingQA Engine Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren      - - - Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Nelnet Bus  Database AOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w     Uno food sCashier Omaha Part-Time 20
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w     University    Catering seOmaha Part-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w     West Corp Software AOmaha, NeFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Why arts Data analy Omaha Full-Time 25
Working, s       Currently w     Moody's a Quality Ass  Omaha, NEFull-Time 35
Working, s       Currently w          west corpoprogramm  omaha, ne Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w             CSG Intern Software DOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Sogeti ConsultantOmaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working     Software ETexas, NebFull-Time
Working, s       Currently w          Moody's A Software EOmaha NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    None Business A New York Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Election Sy   Quality Ass   Nebraska Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci  Project EngOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     The STAU GSoftware d  California Full-Time 35
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w          mUTUAL OBUSINESS I  omaha nebFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w     Technical S  Programm   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w             UNO Child Software DN/A Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    Any decen   Business A    Any State/       Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    n/a Systems AnOmaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working, but thinking about seeking employment
Working, s       Currently w     Physicians  ETL Develo  Omaha Part-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Physicians Software E   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work    Full-Time
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Not curren    NA NA NA Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    N/A Software DN/A Full-Time 40
Does not m    Very satisfied
Working, starting a job, or looking for work
Working, s       Currently w     UNMC Programm      Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Not curren    NA Bioinforma  NA Full-Time
Working, s       Currently w     Marriott InIT intern Omaha,NE Part-Time 20
Working, s       Currently w     SOFTDEV I Software eomaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Not currently working   IT Professional Full-Time
Working, s       Not curren    NA NA NA Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time
Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Working, s       Currently w          West Corp Programm Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Metropolit   Business A Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Werner EnDeveloper Omaha Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          Departmen  Technical I Omaha Full-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     DemandwaSoftware EBoston, MAFull-Time 40
Does not m    Slightly Un No Working, s       Currently w     I don't kno Database AI don't kno Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employment
Working, s       Currently working and        Analyst Omaha, NeFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Attending or planning to attend additional graduate school
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Software DOmaha NE Full-Time 40
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     ConAgra IT Analyst Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w     Gordmans Informatio   Omaha, NEPart-Time 25
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently working but seeking different employment
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          Union Paci Business In  Omaha, NEFull-Time 50
Meets my Slightly Un Same reaso    Working, s       Currently w     Self-emploFreelance w     Detroit, M Part-Time 15
Close to m   Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly Un I learned a                                                          Working, s      Currently w             blazefly Director of  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very UnsatThe only re                       Working, s       Currently w          Harris CorpSoftware E  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          First Natio    Informatio   Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          The Mitre Senior Cyb   McLean, V Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          UNO Lecturer Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Sandia Cyber Man   Albuquerq   Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w             Mutual of Security AnOmaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently working and will continue to work at the same employe
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Very satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          TD AmeritrSr. Market  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Close to m   Very satisfied
Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Working, s       Starting a j     Allegheny Assentant Meadville, Full-Time 40
Meets my Slightly Un Nah Working, s       Currently w          Interpublic IT Intern Omaha NE Full-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          CSG Intern Software D  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Working, s       Currently w          CHI Health Security An  Omaha, NEFull-Time 40
Meets my Slightly satisfied
Meets my Very satisfied
Working, s       Currently w          University    Senior Syst   Omaha, NEFull-Time 45
Working, s       Not currently working, but seeking employmFull-Time 40
q51 q52 q53 q54 q55 q56_1 q56_2 q56_3 q56_4 q56_5
85000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
32000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
69000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No NOT relate    NOT related to major
12000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
41000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
90000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
24 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
70000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
24000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
25000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
14000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
54000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
70000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
20000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
10000 No 0 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
23000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
85000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
0 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
35000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
36000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
57000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
300000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
0 0 Friend or f  0 Fellow me          
35000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
13 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
12200 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
7000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
75000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
140000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
12000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
47000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
30 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
35000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT related to major
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
50000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 Fellow me          
0 No 6000 NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
          er
SOMEWHAT related to major
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 Alumnus/a     0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 Alumnus/a     0
65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
64000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
60 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
35 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
80000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
80000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
54000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
20000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
30000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
13000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
50000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
33000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
95000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
50000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
33000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
62000 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
50000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
75000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
35700 No NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
0 VERY relat    VERY related to major
0 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
9 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
Yes VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
48000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
35000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
47800 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
100000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
131000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 NOT relate    SOMEWHAT related to major
12000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
42000 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
60000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
49000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 Fellow me          
90000 Yes 15000 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
80000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
10 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
51000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 Fellow me          
61000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 Fellow me          
45000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHAT related to major
66000 Yes 5000 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
42000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
70000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
30000 No 0 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
56500 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
30000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
49000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 Fellow me         
100000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
76000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
120000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
60000 No 0 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
52000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
46000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
55000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 Fellow me         
85000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     Fellow me          
50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
72000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
30000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  Alumnus/a     Fellow me         
0 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
107000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
80000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
75500 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 Fellow me         
17000 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 Professor o         0 0 0
70000 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
52000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
55000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
78000 No 0 SOMEWHAT related t   0 0 0 0 0
105000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
32000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
200000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
60000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
87000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 Fellow me          
30000 No NOT relate    NOT related to major
58240 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
80000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  0 Fellow me          
49000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
110000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
57000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
70000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
60000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
45000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
37000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
125000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
40000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
100000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHAT related to major
80000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
57000 No 0 Working fo                  0 0 0 0
51 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
35 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
67000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
58000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
34000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 Alumnus/a     0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
73000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No NOT relate    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
13 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
20 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
60000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
SOMEWHAT related t   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
25667 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
29000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
48000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
30000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 Yes 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
50 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
160000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
35000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
67000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 Alumnus/a     0
47000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
30000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
46000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
6000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
35000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     Fellow me          
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
32000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
120000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
36500 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
33500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
28000 No NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
66000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
77000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 Alumnus/a     0
30 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
37000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
30000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
0 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
60000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
38000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
22000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
24000 Yes 500 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         0 0 0
61000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 Yes 5000 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
20 Yes 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
25000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
36000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         0 0 0
10000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
14000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
110000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY related to major
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
36000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
43000 Yes SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
70000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
32000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
32000 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
40000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
14 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
58000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
31000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
5200 No 0 NOT relate    NOT related to major
VERY related to major
NOT relate    NOT related to major
14000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
33000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
99 Yes 99 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
7500 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
46000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
13000 No NOT relate    NOT related to major
46500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
0 No 0 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
9600 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
17000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
30 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
30000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
17000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
13000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
22000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
30000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
52000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
SOMEWHA     VERY related to major
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHAT related to major
No
52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
          er
65000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  Alumnus/a     Fellow me         
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
57000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
12000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
46000 No VERY related to caree  Working fo                  0 0 0 0
20000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
30000 No 3000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
16000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
44000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
35 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
58000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
17 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
35000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
62000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
28000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY related to major
51000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
41000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
48000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
45 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
24000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
42000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
52889 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
57000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
44000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
55000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
45000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
64000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
35000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
32000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
62000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
45000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
48000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
33000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
17 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
45000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
42500 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHAT related to major
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
36000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
44000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
44000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
42000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
44000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
38 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
42000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
46000 Yes 1000 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45300 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
42000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
45300 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
41000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 0
43000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
30000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
42000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 Alumnus/a     0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
35000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         0 0 0
20000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
101000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY related to major
48000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
37000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
53000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
45000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
105000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45300 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 Alumnus/a     0
No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
45000 Yes 5000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  0 0
42000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
112000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
72000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
25000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
17000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
13000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
42 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
4 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
70000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
36000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
48000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
43000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
55000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
43000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
52000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
42000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY related to major
45000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
5 No 1 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
40 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
40 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 Alumnus/a     0
12000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
15000 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
45 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  0 Fellow me         
46000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
38000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
48000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
48000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
35000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
27000 No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
40000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
1500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
35000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
27000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
14000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
45000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
55000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
46500 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        Friend or f  Alumnus/a     Fellow me         
60000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
53000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
60000 Yes VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
40000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
45000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 Friend or f  0 0
54000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
68000 Yes 5000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
75000 Yes 10000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
53000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
67500 Yes 3000 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
55000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No NOT relate    NOT relate   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
Yes VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
55000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
57000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
60000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
70000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
80000 Yes 15000 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
70000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
65000 Yes VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
15000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         0 0 0
25000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHAT related to major
VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
0 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
SOMEWHA     VERY related to major
18000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
12000 No 0 NOT relate    SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
60000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
70000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
95000 Yes 5000 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  0 Fellow me          
30000 Yes 700 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
107000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
72000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
70000 Yes 5000 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
75000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
75000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
75000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
75000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
65000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
28000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
44000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
50 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
60000 No 500 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
30000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
26000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
63000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
65000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
82000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
0 No 0 NOT relate    NOT relate   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
8400 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
55 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         0 0 0
700000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
45000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
55000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
60000 No VERY relat    VERY related to major
75000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
64000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
90000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
VERY related to career goals
50 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
60 No 500 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
70000 VERY relat    VERY related to major
No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 Professor o         0 0 0
70000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
70000 No VERY related to caree  Working fo                  0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
65000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
45000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
100000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
48000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
65 No 0 SOMEWHA     NOT relate   0 0 0 0 0
55000 No SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
76000 No SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
100000 Yes 5000 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
80000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
60 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 0 0
40000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
67000 No 0 SOMEWHA     VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
0 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  Alumnus/a     0
100000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 0 0
50000 No VERY relat    SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
90000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
50000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
67000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 0 Alumnus/a     0
105000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 Alumnus/a     0
50000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 0 0 0
95000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   0 Professor o         Friend or f  0 0
115000 Yes 7000 VERY relat    VERY related to major
          er
85000 No 0 SOMEWHA     SOMEWHA    Working fo                 0 0 0 0
63000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
30000 No 0 VERY relat    VERY relat   0 0 Friend or f  0 0
No VERY related to caree  0 0 0 0 0
62000 No VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  0 Friend or f  0 0
92000 No 0 VERY relat    SOMEWHA    0 0 0 0 0
VERY relat    VERY relat   Working fo                  Professor o        0 Alumnus/a     0
q56_6 q56_7 q56_8 q56_9 q56_10 q56_11 q56_12 q56_13 q56_14 q56_15
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 The emplo      0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Web site fo          0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other
0 Career fair   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 The emplo      0 0 0 Practicum Mentor 0
0 Career fair   0 The emplo      0 0 0 0 Mentor Other
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 The emplo      0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Internship 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other
0 0 0 0 Web site fo          0 0 0 0 0
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More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    English LiteUniversity      Florida or G
0-2 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsatisfied
Started as    I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    Behavior AUNMC OR Nebrasksa  
0-1 month    Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
Doctoral D    Psychology  University    Omaha, NE
2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    English, Cr  Unknown Unknown
I am alread   Very unsatDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
Doctoral D    Integrative  University   Durham, N  
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very unsatNo earning potential
Additional       Teaching c Cal State Los Angele
Doctoral D    I/O PsychoUNO Omaha, NE
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Profession   I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I found the    I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly unsPlease see the responses i mentioned
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Additional       I hesitate t      I hesitate t      I hesitate t      
Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    Finance Not Sure Not Sure
Additional       Data AnalyYork Unive    Toronto
Doctoral D    Economicsnot yet decnot yet dec
I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Slightly unsBecause many career talks events, prep classes collided           
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
Additional       Engineerin Technische  Braunschw  
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsDegree does not match up with future career plans.
Direct app 2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly unsatisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
Utilized a p   I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsThe senior management team have conflicting goals so                     
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsno
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Prior Co-WI am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
LinkedIn 2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsAlready answered. Even this survey is messed up.
0-1 month    Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsBecause you only offer on banking course
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsatisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsI just feel like I come to work every day and sit here. I'm    
Medical Re   Other Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly unsatisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
unemployeMore than      Very unsatDoes not m    Very unsat I have not been able to find a job.
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
Worked fo       I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Very unsatDoes not m    Very unsatNO
Found the   I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
When I find            0-2 month Slightly satClose to m  Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very unsatDoes not m    Very unsatisfied
0-1 month    Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Beta Alpha   More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
None are a            I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsWish I would have gone to school for a different degre
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Profession      Law Schoo University      Lincoln Ne    
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Additional       MBA UNL Lincoln, NE
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
Other Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
0-1 month    Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Other Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsPrior to this moving to Fairbury, I had been an administ                               
I was work         I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsatisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
0-1 month prior to degree completion Not employed yet
Other Very unsatDoes not m    Very unsatNo... it would be pointless anyway to try and explain be                    
Other Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
Other Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
Additional       Theatre M University    Omaha, NE
Profession      Medicine UNMC Omaha, Ne
Recruited I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Close to m   Slightly unsNo
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsSome curriculum choices were beneficial, but there wa       
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Very unsatDoes not m    Slightly unsn/a
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Slightly unsatisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly unsI believe my experience prior to entering the MSW pro                               
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
Additional       Dietician University   Greeley, CO
Profession      Law Hopefully I will be atte     
Referral I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Other Slightly unsatisfied Very satisfied
Doctoral D    Criminolog   Arizona Sta  Tempe, AZ
0-1 month    Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
This questi           I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
0-1 month    Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Very unsatisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
Other Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
A friend. 4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsI just there was some way I could have gotten more ex                         
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
Other
I am alread   Very unsatDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
employme  Other Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Very unsatDoes not m    Slightly unsSame reasons as I stated in the previous question abou                                      
2-3 month     Very unsatDoes not m    Slightly unsI can't seem to get hired anywhere, even though I know                             
Doctoral D    CommunicTexas Tech  Texas
0-1 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsAre you really going to make me re-write these a third                      
I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsBecause most of my professors were very left wing and                           
More than 6 months prior to degree completion
Additional       English UNO Omaha, NE
Slightly satDoes not m    Very unsatUno doesn't care about its students, it only considered   
UNO Caree  Other Slightly unsDoes not m    Very unsat I am not prepared to start a career. My time at UNO ha    
Student Te    I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very unsatWhen I signed up for this degree, the course requireme                                                                       
2-3 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsatisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
No
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Additional       Music Perf   UNO? Omaha, NE
Professional Degree (e.g., MD, DDS, LLB)
none More than      Very unsatDoes not m    Very unsatCan't get a job!
0-1 month    Very unsatDoes not m    Slightly unsAgain, these questions are vaguely worded. I currently                                                                                                 
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsAlready answered
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
Profession      Music, Ope  UNCO Greeley, Co
Doctoral D    N/A UNO Omaha, NE
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsNo
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
Other Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
Omaha Pu    I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Other Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly unsn/a
Doctoral D    Biomechan    MSU, UGA   Michigan,   
0-2 month    Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
Doctoral D    BiomechanThe Univer          Athens,GA       
Other Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsatisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisfied Very satisfied
Externship 2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 months prior to d  Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly unsMeets my Slightly unsUNO education classes were a lot of busy work, but did                                                                                                                                                                                   
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very unsatGreat Adviser in Kay Keiser
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very unsatNA
0-2 month    Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsthought masters program would have more hands on e      
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    Exercise scUnsure Unsure
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    Exercise PhKansas UniKasnas
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Does not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than 6 months prior to deg  Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very unsat I'm satisfied.
Additional       Educationa  UNO Omaha, NE
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Slightly unsPreviously State.
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Additional       Physical Ac    University  Omaha, NE
I previously                                 I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Close to m   Slightly unsI feel that the Recreation Administration degree is a ho                                                             
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Other Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Additional       Instruction  University   Kearney Ne
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very unsatisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Unknown Other Slightly satClose to m   Slightly unsUncertain
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Slightly unsI feel like a lot of classes that I took were not very educ                    
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
0-2 months after degree comple Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    Chiropract Palmer Co   Davenport  
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
4 or more    Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
Doctoral D    Education University   Omaha Ne
More than      Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very unsatno autocad classes
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsClose to m   Very unsatDid not feel like much of what I learned actually helped 
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Does not m    Slightly unsWaste of money for classes that were a waste of time
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsatisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly unsatisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsalready answered
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsAgain. Unnecessary. This question has been covered.
I am alread   Very satisf Does not m    Slightly unsatisfied
2-3 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
Slightly satisfied
contracting I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 months prior to degree completion
4-6 month     Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
0-1 month    Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
Doctoral D    bioinformauno omaha
2-3 month     Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly unsThere is a lot of growth in current market with new tec        
2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly unsClose to m   Slightly unsI thought I could easily find related job
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly unsMy career choices don't match my career goals
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Still search   4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Additional       Data Analy  UNO PKI Omaha, NE
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
UNO caree  I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
UNO Caree  I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
UNO caree  I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
Linkedin I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satDoes not m    Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Does not m    Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Slightly unsDoes not m    Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
0-1 month    Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-2 month    Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
0-1 month    Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
2-3 months prior to d  Meets my Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satDoes not m    Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
0-2 month    Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
Doctoral D    IT UNO Omaha
4-6 month     Slightly satClose to m   Slightly satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than 6 months    Close to m   Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
Foud on Li  More than      Very satisf Close to m   Slightly unsatisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very satisfied
2-3 month     Very satisf Meets my Slightly satisfied
I am alread   Slightly unsMeets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Slightly satMeets my Slightly satisfied
More than      Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Slightly unsNah
Linkedin I am alread   Slightly satClose to m   Very unsatThe MIS program did not teach me nearly as much as I                                               
I am alread   Very satisf Close to m   Slightly satisfied
Already em    I am alread   Very satisf Meets my Very satisfied
4-6 month     Very satisf Close to m   Very satisfied
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Excellent
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q72.e q73
I did not receive any mentoring from my UNO faculty, even in one on one settings where I was exp  
Actually give a crap!
 important
 ortant
 ortant
It is important that the mentoring is continuous process. It is not just about saying hi and taking the                                 
 important Need to be more close to the companies.
 rtant
 rtant
hands on e    Would be nice to be introduced to network of working professionals in career area that is being pu
Tutors n/a
lacking.
I completed all classes online so mentorship was pretty much nonexistent.
 important
Outside mentoring from bosses
 ortant
My parent                           I think for the most part the process was good.  Most of my emails were answered promptly.
Seasoned faculty is excellent at mentoring. New faculty should be trained and monitored closely w                  
 ortant I'm not a graduate student.  Was there a skip option?
 ortant N/A
Unknown
 ortant
 ortant
I haven't sought out any mentorship
 ortant
 ortant
 rtant
More GA ships as well as peer education programs
 ortant
 ortant
N/A N/A
 ortant
I have to say that the faculty here is amazing. Specifically, Dr. Petrow and Dr. Neathery-Castro.
 important N/a
 important Best faculty!
 ortant
 important
The professors here are amazing. They have been so helpful and take an interest in each individual 
Work Colleagues
 ortant
 ortant
n/a
 ortant
 ortant
Outside agencies
The Sociology department could have used more online graduate classes.
 ortant
 ortant
I'm not in grad school???
Alumni and          Providing more funding to graduate students who have a teaching assistant position or research as                                                                                                                                                     
Anything n   Nothing comes to my mind at the moment.
parents
 ortant
Advisor
 important
Research support
 ortant
 ortant
 rtant
Work supervisor and colleagues
 ortant none
I was mainly mentored by fellow graduate teaching assistants and the full time instructors in the m             
I am not a graduate student
 rtant
Mentoring is very unstructured in my experience--you really only find it if you go looking.  Not a ba                   
 rtant
 rtant
It would be nice if there were courses that were more graduate specific within the sciences rather                   
Available cources
 rtant Might be helpful to host more mixer or networking type events to get students together to talk ab               
 ortant
There were a couple of very dissapointing teachers who put limited amount of time and effort.
 ortant
n/a
The faculty                   The finance class here is very difficult, but we have NO resources for students here. The teachers I     
 important
 important
 important
Curriculum                 - Overall, the classes are fast, overloaded, and instructors provided too much assignments that pre                                                                                                                                                                           
 ortant
Course wo   Please give students hands on experience with more relevant software like R etc.
 important
learning cecreate learning center
 ortant
 ortant
 rtant
 important
 rtant
 important Not a graduate students but not many professors seem interested in mentoring students at underg                                     
The mentoring process would require me as the student to actively seek a mentor and I would hav                                                                                   
N/A N/A
 rtant Just want to be done
Faculty and staff is wonderful. Could not say enough good things about UNO and the MBA program
 ortant
There was minimal mentoring.  Part of what I expected coming into grad school was the mentoring                                                                                                                                                           
 rtant
 ortant Dr. Eldridge and Dr. Riley are top notch instructors, and I enjoyed very much taking classes from bo                    
 ortant n/a
Something more formal might be helpful.
 ortant
 rtant
CoworkersN/A
 ortant
 ortant
 important
 rtant
 important
nothing Some coursework was indefinitely unavailable, making me unable to get my focus in "risk managem              
Hands on a        Allow 8630 to meet twice a week.
 important
I have used the CBA Career Center, but additional help with post-graduation job search would be g
External re     I found the utilization of personal analytical software and external materials as a great way to broa                                                           
 ortant Graduate school in the Business Administration umbrella is made up of a majority of people who h                                                                             
The fire hose approach to the MBA program is strenuous.  Having 16 weeks of information cramme                                
 important The accounting department is incredible.
 ortant
NO NO
 rtant
I think maintaining constant contact and receiving advice from counselors is important when stayin            
I have never had a good mentor at UNO. I did not get assigned a specific advisor in my department                                     
 rtant I feel the overall support of the staff was superb, and in all cases but one I was extremely satisfied.                                                                        
 ortant
I really did not experience very much mentoring during my time at UNO.  The instruction was of a h           
 ortant
 important
 important
 ortant
 important
Myself
Certain faculty really mentored me and gave me much needed support.  There was an incident wit                                                                 
Intructor s They are also helpful when needed.
Make sure faculty are caring people.  Most are but Chris Goodman is not.
Each graduate student should be assigned a menor
 ortant
smiling stu          im sorry for whatever underpaid person ends up actually having to read these comments
 ortant
I did not go   I did not go to graduate school.
 rtant
 ortant
 rtant I haven no insight
Family
I didn't feel like graduate school provided a "mentor" from the school of social work. I would have    
Practicum supervisors
 ortant
I have very much enjoyed my time at UNO.  I cannot complain at all.
N/A
 ortant
Faculty mentoring and availability is key as an online student as you lack the interaction of on-cam                                            
Program requirements (i.e. classes taken/needed)
 ortant
 important
 ortant
 rtant
I found em                    I think the school should have a rule as far as the number of faculty taught courses versus adjunct t                                                                       
As a student of the Local Government Concentration, Dr. Blair and other City Administrators in the                          
N/A
 rtant
 ortant
Assign both a faculty and PhD student mentor to incoming MA students.  I did not know who my fa                             
 ortant
Please make the Capstone class and process a legitimate class with weekly meetings. This process h                                                                               
Support from other professionals we are in contact with through our program
 rtant
UNO and its professors are all amazing, passionate, and have been great to learn from!
 ortant
 ortant Loved all of the professors that UNO had to offer. Each unique and offering great perspectives.
 ortant
Alumni
Dr. Blair was a great mentor as well as professor and adviser.  We need more like him in the college                          
Just try to work with everyone some of us don't have as much time to dedicate and maybe if there                                  
I was in the program at Kearney.  I do feel like those who attend Omaha get a different and more v                                                                               
I did not feel mentored by any faculty member currently at UNO.
Supervisors from previous internships or supervisor of current internship
Practicum   Perhaps offer workshops on weekends so that students who work full time can attend.
 important
Family N/A
Internship/     The UNO Graduate Department required an internship. I think that really helped me make connect             
I am not a graduate student.
I am not a graduate student. The fact that I'm receiving this question, whether it was a typo or tech               
 ortant
 important
 rtant
 ortant poop
 ortant
 rtant I had what I would consider maybe five teachers that actually cared about their students, instead o                                 
I do not pla     I am not a graduate student.
I am not sure what is meant by mentoring. No one checked in on me.
 ortant
More career resources
Speaking w              I didn't really get much mentoring. In fact, without pushing to talk to professors it often seems like                                         
not a grad student
Professional Organizations
Advisor The program needs to re examine the classes required for specific degrees such as mine.
My work s Getting more information about the process of completing a thesis and all the needed steps for co            
 ortant
 ortant
I can't say enough about the mentorship I have received from faculty at UNO. I have grown academ       
I do not ha  I love all of my teachers, they were very dedicated and they also were of inspiration to continue m  
 ortant
 important n/a
 ortant
 ortant
Work on fixing or expanding the degree of recreation administration so that there are varied oppo   
 ortant
The CADRE Project helped me to feel very well prepared for my first year of teaching and supporte    
councilors are very important.
 ortant
 important
 ortant
 ortant
N/A My academic advisor laid out my class schedule incorrectly, I kept having professors tell me I shoul                                                                                     
 important
CADRE is a GREAT program!
 ortant NA
It might be nice to build in more relationship building with the advisors.
Faculty did                                                  Program development is positive and progress is wonderful, but faculty and administration of the p                     
Lab Experiences
Family and I attended a smaller college for my undergraduate degree and I felt like my advisors and professors                                                                                                                                     
 ortant
Externship Experiences
 ortant
None.
 ortant
Dr. Grandgenett, Dr. Wisneski and Dr. Keiser all made a huge impact on my schooling and my life while at UNO
Very pleased with the professors and their knowledge in about the field. Very pleased with the clin      
 important
Online Pro I did have to attend campus for student teaching seminar, which I was not fully expecting.
 important
Advisor was helpful and I enjoyed learning from him. Graduate seminar was also helpful during inte
In my experience, it is ALL about the relationships you build!  Mentoring for me was most successfu                    
 rtant
The UNO SLP Grad Program was very helpful the past 2 years!
 ortant My overall experience at UNO was amazing. I have made great friends and built a solid network to                                                                                    
Amy Tunning and Abbey Burke have made this program a success.
My advisor, Dr. Pasco, was the most influential individual contributing to my success at UNO.
For the 4 and 1/2 years that I was at UNO, I had a total of 4 different advisors through the educatio                                                          
 important
College of Education advisors and instructors are first class individuals.  Unbelievable support syste   
 ortant
 rtant
I have enjoyed my experience.
 ortant
Dr. Pasco was a major factor in my success at UNO. She continually checked in with me, made time                                                
 important OFFER VARYING TIMES FOR CLASS SESSIONS
 rtant
Direct boss, Assistant Director of the OVC
As a CADRE teacher, I felt as though the professors expected much more than I anticipated going in                                                                
Co-Worker         Did not receive any within grad school. All beneficial mentoring came from my superiors with in th        
I love that I was able to get to know my professors well and could depend on them in different asp    
 important n/a
CADRE was an incredible and invaluable experience.
 ortant
Family
Internship, volunteer experience, community engagement
 ortant
 ortant
Dr. Danielson and Dr. Pasco in the College of Education are exemplary examples of how to mentor                                                                                                      
Dont make SLP grad students work for 8 months for free
Things were great
 ortant
CADRE has been an excellent program with immense support, given me a wealth of knowledge, ne                
N/A
preceptor needs to not be so focused on one aspect that not everyone may like and less favoritism
There was not a lot of mentoring that I am aware of in this program.  Some of the classes were hel                            
CADRE
 ortant
All was excellent
Mentoring of graduate students is very minimal from staff unless the students seek out the assista
staff. Espec              advisors need to be people like Alma or Brenda that understand students because the engineering            
 rtant
 rtant
 ortant
Internship
Teachers a             UNO needs better more qualified teachers. Parking was also terrible, for the $200 to $300 I paid fo                        
I have not been to grad school yet, so it's hard for me to discuss my overall success at this time.
 ortant Usually can't understand what they say, so how would that help the students?  Great for helping te     
I am in und  I am in undergraduate school.
 ortant
 rtant
na na
 ortant
 ortant
 important
NA
It would be good if professors encourage students to do more R&D rather than spend time only on   
 rtant There are some faculty members who need to loosen up and be student friendly.
 ortant
 important
 ortant
UNO is doing a great job
 important
n/a
 ortant
 ortant
Resources   Please add some real time courses in the field of IT
NA NA
 ortant Very helpful for make the students successful.
 important none
Excellent College
 important
 important
A couple of CS Professors need to understand the fact that pressurizing the students and threateni        
 ortant
Arranging more career fairs
Please introduce the courses which are useful for getting jobs in IT industry
nothing
 ortant
 ortant Less assignments and more practical training should be given to students before getting a job..
 rtant
 ortant
NA
 rtant
 important
**There are situations like when we want to get into some class it would get full even though whe                                                                                                                                                                      
 ortant
 important
 rtant
Please make the course curriculum so that it meets the market demand.
 rtant None
 ortant Nothing Much
NA
 important NA
 important
 important
 important
 ortant
NA
I really wish there would be some orientation for few days more than just for a day.
Collaborators
 ortant
 ortant
NA
 rtant Nothing I can think of
 ortant
 important Personal counseling. Not just for time pass but that should be in accordance with the course.
 ortant I wish college would provide internship or working opportunity for every students at least for three             
 ortant My faculty adviser is by far my most influential mentor. The coursework felt less like a graduate pro                                   
 ortant
 important
Mentorshi           Faculty mentorship is very important, especially on thesis committees.  Students must choose thes                
Industry ad    Link people with people from the Omaha community that have valuable experiences to share.
 ortant
Please improve accessibility of graduate courses to working students.  A long Thursday night sectio          
 ortant
Collaborat          The most important part of my graduate school effort was to work with my peers inside and outsid                                                                                                                                 
Didn't mean to click that whoops
Spouse
As enrollment grows, be careful about trying to solve that issue by more online classes required an             
 ortant
                  em for a cup of coffee and forgetting about them. It is about being present in their lives and checking in with t           

              when advising students for the first two years at a minimum, to ensure they are meeting UNO standards.




              ssistant position. Compared to the rest of Nebraska we are under funding the students who receive assistance                                                                                                                                    

                  ad thing in itself, but perhaps a nudge that people should be looking harder for that might be helpful.
                 than cross-listed. I found the majority of information presented to be repetitive rather than expanding on my  
                 out specific concerns or topics (i.e. school/work/life balance, professional development, professional opportun    
              evented me from having leisure time. Faculties should give us more leeway for us to be able to study in our ow                                                                                                                                                      
              graduate level. Some have actively been an obstacle to graduation and an embarrassment on my course histor                     
                 ve to know what a mentor/mentee relationship entails in order to even know to do this.  I have made some gre                                                              
                g aspect almost from a peer to peer perspective to discuss new opportunities beyond school.  There was never                                                                                                                                         
                 oth of them in the MACC program. Dr. Eldridge does a fantastic job running the accounting department here at 

                aden topics and enhance understanding. In the work place it becomes necessary to understand how to use ma                                          
                ave full time careers. However, "mentoring" sessions - large gatherings which are typically announced via ema                                                              
                ed into 8 weeks is a bit much for working students, and for those who are working and have families.  Conside           
                   t. This was very frustrating. I have a lot of unanswered questions and found myself going back and forth betwe                  
                     However, the exception was Dr. Rebecca Morris, whose rapport with students (or at least me) was extremely                                                      

                h my graduate college where I felt a lack of concern and support, but my relationship with other faculty helped                                             


                pus classes. I think it is also important to remember that many graduate students may be coming back to scho                         
                   taught courses. I had more adjuncts while in the SW program than faculty and it definitely hindered preparatio                                                      
                State were key in guiding me towards this profession. I hope I can offer the same advice to any students that     
                   aculty mentor was until my 2nd semester in the program.  I actively sought out PhD students to help me, but n        
               has been extremely underwhelming and anticlimactic for an otherwise amazing program. I also think it needs t                                                               
                    e.  Mentoring from students further along in the program would have also been a great help, but there wasn't      
                   e wasn't new advisers all the time; you could get on a more personal level with them. so in return they could ge             
                     varied choice of classes as they can choose the classes they would like to participate in.  Also, I do not think it is                                                       


                of treating them as just getting them in and out. And only one that actively cared about me as a student and co           
                  they care more about grading and projects. But there have been a number of exceptions. Many professors ar                        


                ld have taken their class at a different time (earlier or later in my graduate path). They took away a required cl                                                                
              program that is developed should be held accountable for accommodating the changes that are made while a      
                s always looked out for my best interests and they were genuinely invested in my success. At UNO, I felt more                                                                                                                 

                 ul with the individuals I had built relationships with through sharing classes (peers and faculty) and having the  
                  tap into whenever I need assistance in the future. The one complaint I have regarding the mentoring service o                                                                  
                     on program. This made it very difficult to A. even know who my advisor was when it came to setting up a meet                                    
                  e to listen, addressed questions and concerns that I had. She made sure I knew where I was headed and was al                            
                 nto the program. The mentoring program needs to be aware of what's expected as the students. Otherwise, th                                               

                 adult students working on their Masters.  With their kindness, encouragement and examples of high expectat                                                                                       
               etworking with people from every school district, and helped me become involved with my school's community
                     pful in preparing us for what to expect, most of the knowledge for what to expect, that I received was from th       

                 or parking I should get an exact spot with my name on it. Faculty at times was also unfriendly and talked down  

                  n I was given a certain to enroll. **Advising committee for graduates are suggesting some courses in which I d                                                                                                                                                   
                 ogram and more like a simple extension of an undergraduate program. Overall the rigor was missing from cou                  
             sis committee members who are both committed to helping students do well and graduate on time.
                 de of my college. I chose people to work with me based on their interests in new ideas of research, their optim                                                                                                            







                               from the university. This causes undue financial stress which is an additional burden and road block for gradua                                                                                                                   



                                   wn way.  - Unfortunately, most of the classes were just for the sake of grading. Faculties should put more values                                                                                                                                 
                              ry (Thomas Martin). Some management professors were ok but none blew my hair back. Best professors are o    
                                      eat professional contacts/relationships through the MBA program, but I don't think it would be easy for the av                                             
                                  r outreach to discuss if anyone is looking for jobs, already have one and wants to advance, already have one an                                                                                                                      


                                 ny technologies (R, SAS, Python, etc) to construct, test and run the models we learned in graduate school. It w                       
                               ail a week or two before the event, occur in the middle of the day. Usually, people aren't going to take time off                                       
                                     y unprofessional. In my attempts to seek consult with her concerning why I had done poorly on a particular ex                                    

                                   d to me to cope with the situation.  The students should be the graduate college's priority because we could c                          


                                   ool for the first time in many years which presents its own challenges that need to be considered in terms of un    
                                    on for the Comprehensive exam and was at times frustrating. It was also frustrating because many faculty taug                                     
                               to be taught by multiple teachers and not one. I literally almost waited to graduate solely because I was actua                                            
                                            s realistic to put the type of pressure your comp exam puts on students.  If you want to know if the student is c                                



                                   e open to discuss things if you approach them and some offer great guides or books to help students discover    


                                     ass and I was left scrambling trying to find a replacement with no help from my advisor.  My advisor didn't hel                                           
                                     like a burden whenever I had questions or needed advice. I have heard this from many other UNO students an                                                                                              

                                    of UNO came very early on in my undergrad. I received an academic advisor who forced me to take a couple co                                             
                                           ting and B. to make any sort of connection to these people. I would recommend keeping advisors in the same                
                                       ways helpful in getting my pointed in the right direction. She is THE reason why I became a librarian. What an       
                                  he professors need to realize that most of the people in the program are working full time. In order for us to in                         

                                tions, I feel my competency as a teacher has soared.  Although I have always had a love for the profession, I no                                                                 



                                     on't have any interests and forcing us to enroll in that. Because of this reason my grades has been decreased d                                                                                                                               
                                  rsework and without my faculty adviser I feel I would not have had an enriching graduate student experience.

                                      mistic natures and their willingness to spend time with me to try-out these novel ideas. I was very uninterested                                                                                         







                                                ate school completion. This could be accomplished via reassessment of the budget overall, or reducing the num                                                                                                   



                                                       s and efforts on teaching why this is important and how we can put the concept into practice, rather than letti                                                                                                              
                                                       verage student to be enough of a self-starter to seek out and develop mentorship opportunities and networkin                             
                                                      nd want to leave to something else, etc.  While the MBA, similar to undergrad being important to get a good c                                                                                                 


                                                    would be very beneficial if Econ grads could gain exposure to popular analytical software packages and maybe e      
                                                     f work to go to an optional lecture. I never once met with an adviser, which is fine because the degree-works p                   
                                                        am, she was insulting and downright hostile.  I commented extensively on this in my student eval for the cours                 

                                                       hoose to receive our education from anywhere.  Diversity and cultural awareness/competence needs to be ad           


                                                     ght courses were not offered in the evening so if I wanted a faculty member (and that was even an option) I ha               
                                                  lly scared of working with the professor teaching this class. That fear has proved accurate and the process is di                         
                                                                    competent, observations should be made in the field when they are doing practicum (as that is where skills ma              






                                                          p me apply for a teaching certificate at all, and the program doesn't even offer the classes needed to obtain a                      
                                                        nd potential students as well. I think that the advisors are too overwhelmed with their own duties as professor                                                                            

                                                         ourses that I later found out I didn't need. UNO just needs to make certain that the individuals they hire to guid                        
                                                        nstruct students to the best of our abilities, we need to have some lenience on assignments because otherwise       

                                                      ow feel, due to their mentorship, I am more focused on "best practices" in teaching. Both of these professors li                                              



                                                         due to lack of interest/prior knowledge in that particular subject which I had taken. **Some of the faculties tea                                                                                                             


                                                         in working with people (peers and faculty) who became too obsessed with the "final product" of a research p                                                                       







                                                                mber of funding opportunities to include more funding per position. You need to choose between funding mo                                                                                   



                                                                           ing us do exams and submit papers just for the sake of sorting us out to A, B and C.  - They should talk more ab                                                                                    
                                                                       ng.  If this is a goal of UNO, UNO would need to more actively establish parameters/procedures for students to         
                                                                           areer job, is now essentially nearly required to promote.  This is good in the sense that it makes people work h                                                                            









                                                                     ifficult in all the wrong ways. There should also be an option to collaborate for your Capstone rather than do it    







                                                                               teaching certificate every semester. Her advice about a teaching certificate was "to contact NE state licensing       
                                                                          rs to give the time needed to make sure the students know the fact that they are cared about, the requiremen                                                        

                                                                              de their students are well qualified and passionate about what they do. And for the most part, they do a pheno    


                                                                         ift people up so that they can achieve goals beyond their original expectations.  I have been privileged to obse                           



                                                                           aching are comletely wrong. Teaching one topic in class and questions appeared in exams are super tuff. If we                                                                                          


                                                                           roject at the early stages of the project. This obsession left little room for recovery from the naturally introduc                                                     







                                                                                re students or funding your top students more adequately. Even small changes related to on-site dining, parki                                                                   



                                                                                                     bout themselves, their experience, and socialize with students. - The school should abolish "Peer Grading". Som                                                                     
                                                                                                harder, but there are many people seemingly in their positions because of their academic background despite                                                            

















                                                                                              nts they need to meet, and the resources that are available to them. Perhaps information is available online if s                                     




                                                                                            rve, for the past two years, mentors who model strength, knowledge, and kindness.  What a combination of c         



                                                                                              ask them the basic stuff too they would say you should have knowledge on that insted of explainig a little bit a                                                                     


                                                                                             ced minor problems and interruptions that appear in any research project.   Additionally, when teaching stude                                     







                                                                                                ng, fee payment, etc. would relieve some of the financial stress. As someone who was fully funded both years,                                                



                                                                                                                    me of the class let us grade peers after teamwork, which I think is nonsense. Everyone grades team members a                                                  
                                                                                                                having minimal performance to prove themselves.  While the UNO faculty were generally passionate about th                                             

















                                                                                                                 students know what to search for, but this is not always enough. These are just my humble thoughts and I sha                 








                                                                                                                   also.  **OVERALL TO SAY IS "Everything is fine in my graduation but we are not getting classes upon our intere                                                 


                                                                                                             nts to do research, it is extremely important to set a clear starting and ending point of a research project. In ab                







                                                                                                                  , this would be a huge improvement and something I heard from other students frequently. In addition, I was s                              



                                                                                                                                       as great. If you grade someone as poor, he or she gets to know who graded them, get hurt and have a bad feel                           
                                                                                                                               heir subjects, many seemed to be rushed to get us through the condensed 2-hour program and as I commented                          


























                                                                                                                                       est. We are just getting the classes which are left empty and which are not useful for my carreer too. If this kind                          










                                                                                                                                     surprised to find that fees were not covered in our tuition reimbursement which came as a surprise after start            



                                                                                                                                                              ing or even retaliate by giving others bad grades. I was really uncomfortable with peer grading, and after the c        
                                                                                                                                                 d in course surveys, I feel as a graduate program, it operated much like an undergraduate program as if it were      


























                                                                                                                                                             d continue means there is no difference between taking subjects which are useful for carrer. Its would be just        










                                                                                                                                                       ting. At the very least this needs to be more thoroughly commu
